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This Thesis is Dedicated to:
My wife, Amy, whose encouragement made it possible
The members of Trinity Lutheran Church, McFarland, Kansas
All the faithful missionaries who gave ofthemselves to bring the Gospel to the people of China
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"A missionary to the non-Christians in the Orient must be a man of deep spiritual
experience. A man who is to be an ambassador for Christ must know Christ; be nmst
have intimate acquaintance with Him as with his own personal Savior ... He must know
himselfto be saved only by the unfathomable grace ofGod in Christ Jesus."

Rev. Frederick Brand, ''Whom Shall We Send?''
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ABSTRACT

V088ler, Christopher, P. "A Survey ofChristian Missions in China." S.T.M. thesis,
Concordia Seminary, 2018. 121 pp.

This thesis surveys the history of Christian mission work in China :from the (legendary)
mission ofthe Apostle Thomas up to the preBCDt day, including the upheavals resulting :from the
Communist Revolution. The lem through which this history is presented is the Chinese Term
Controversy, a centuries-long conflict regarding the proper translation ofthe term ''God" in the
Chinese language. Every major missionary effort in China wrestled with this question to some
extent, and many found themselves torn apart due to their different IIDBWer& to the question. In
recent years the Controversy has fallen by the wayside, but understanding why the Term
Controversy was so divisive may help modern-day Christians better understand the role of
structure in the missionary context.

xiv

CIIAPTERONE
INTRODUCTION
When engaging in mission work, it is vitally important that both the group sending the
missionaries and the missionaries themselves are in accord on theological matters. After all, if
there is disagreement among the missionaries or between tbcm. and the believers back home, it

can cause serious conflicts. A recent example of missionary conflict over doctrine involved a
missionary fiunily serving in South America. The missionaries came into contact with a group of
Pentecostals who believed in and practiced both :fiuth-healing and speaking in tongues. Ahhough
the missionaries' sending organization rejected the Charismatic Movement, they themselves felt
led to embrace it due to their experience with the Pentecostals. As a consequence oftheir
newfound doctrinal dissent, they were required to leave both the sending organization and village
where they worked Ahhough the sending agency, missionaries, and oative believers came to an
amicable agreement, the doctrinal controversy threatened to tear that mission apart.1
This holds true in all Christian missions: doctrine and practice inform the mission ofthe
church, but they can also divide those engaged in it When they cause disagreement and division,
the ensuing controversy may severely hinder the missionaries' ability to carry out God's mission.
This is particularly true when difflcult decisions must be made and those in supervisory positions
within the mission lack the necessary understanding of the issues st hand. A powerful example of
this is the Chinese Term Controversy. This concerned the proper translation of ''God" in the

1
Bill Jamscn and Randy Clark, TM &nntial Guid. to H•aling: Equipping AU Chrimllll6 to Prayfor 1M
Sick (Minnmpolis: Oioaan, 7Dl 1). 107-10.

l

Chinese language, a controversy which CDIIIUll'Cd virtually every mission o.-ganization 's early
stages of work in China.
Why was this controversy among Christian missionaries so divisive? Given the vast
number of idols worshiped by the Chinese, many missionaries expressed a real fear of leading
the Chinese into a syncretistic worship ofthe true God by describing him in a ID8Dlla' too much

in line with the gods they already worshiped Because the term used for God would certainly
impart its own linguistic baggage to the Gospel, the missionaries sought to choose a term which
would teach the correct doctrine about the true God, rather than one to which they could then add
Christian meaning. For many ofthe organizations in question, the fight over the term for God
was fundamentally a fight about saying the right thing. If they did not preach the message the
right way, they knew that it could be misunderstood and lead new believers astray.

Why did the missionaries and missionary bodies have such a difflcuh time resolving the
controversy? As the coD1roversy dragged on in each mission, each side's position became
hardened, making compromise difficult. Even after the missionaries achieved some level of
resolution in the mission field, the issues behind the controversy have continued to cause
disagreements in the broader church.
Why do Chinese Christians use no less than three different tenns to refer to the true God
today? Each ofthe words currently in use among Chinese Christians has a long history behind it,
and for some believers their church body is tied directly to the word that it uses for God

While this controversy has been settled for more than half a centmy, studying the histoty of
the Chinese Term CoD1roversy will provide insight into not only the religious life ofthe mostpopulous nation in the world, but also into the structural issues fiwing Christian missionary
organizations and the difficulties that these structural issues can cause in the missionary context.

2

This is particuJarly the case when those placed in supervising positions within the missionary
organa.ation use their positions agamst the missionaries in the field rather than supporting them
This is a risk which all Christian organizations face as they seek to carry out God's mission,
especially when those involved give in to the temptation ofhubris -

a risk that becomes greater

and the effects more devastating in a missionary context.
This thesis will treat the doctrinal aspects ofthe Chinese Term Controversy by surveying
some ofthe theological issues factoring into the cODtroveniy, particuJarly the Doctrine of God
and the different conceptions of natural knowledge. After offering this theological context for the
issues in question, the thesis will proceed chronologically through the significant Christian
missions that took place in China. For each mission a brief historical context including a survey
ofthe linguistic problems involved and (when applicable) Chinese terms for God will be
provided. I will conclude by analyzing how the cODtroveniy was handled in the various mission
groups and the role that each mission's structure might have played in both fueling and resolving
the controversy.
Because every Christian missionary organization working in China operated under a
slightly-different church polity, this controversy was handled and resolved in widely-differing
ways, with widely-differing results. Unfortunately, many ofthe agreed-upon resohrtions were
actually detrimental to the overall effectiveness ofthe missionary work.
This survey ofthe Chinese Term Controversy will touch on significant attempts by
Christianity to enter China, a history spanning close to two millennia, beginning with the
(probably legendary) mission of St. Thomas the Apostle in the tint century AD and concluding
with the expulsion of foreign missionaries from China in 1948. There is a dearth of available
information about the earliest missionary atteq,ts in China, but I will highlight connections to

3

the Chinese Term Controversy when they exist. The later missionary efforts left much more
complete records, so most ofthe survey will focus on the Jesuit and Protestant missions, as well
as the Missouri Evangelical Lutheran China Mission, the mission carried out by The Lutheran
Church - Missouri Synod
Before surveying the various missiom, however, I will first lay a theological groundwork.
for the colll:roversy by summarizing some of the theological issues involved in the controversy.

Although the controversy inwlved more tbm just theology, the missionaries' understandings of
specific theological doctrines did create and fuel the controversy. After surveying the missions, I
will offer my analysis ofwhy the Chinese Term Colll:roversy was so divisive and how the unique
ecclesiastical and structural conditions ofthe various mission organizatioDS contributed to both
its divisiveness and its resohrtion. The three groups that will be the primary focus ofthis survey

employed widely-varymg organizational frameworks, and consequently the eventual resohrtion
ofthe controversy looked markedly different for each.
I hope that understanding this regional yet significant aspect ofthe missionary history of
the Church will foster a closer look at the methods the Church uses in carrying out the Great
Commission today, as well as the importance of cooperation and understanding between the
missionaries in the field and their supervisors back home.

4

CHAPTER TWO

THEOLOGICAL CONTEXT

At its core, the Chinese Term Controversy is a major, centuries-long theological argument
over specific aspects of the nature of God. Therefore, it is important to begin by placing the
controversy within its proper theological context. However, because ofthe great variety of
Christian groups that operated in China and played some role in the controversy, the theological
context for this study must be equally broad in order to say anything relevant about all ofthem.
Consequently, the baseline for this discussion oftheological context is the ecumenical creeds and
specifically the Nicene Creed, which was adopted at the Council ofNicaea in 325 and expanded
by the Council of Constantinople in 381. All ofthe Christian groups included in this surveywith the exception ofthe (legendary) mission of Saint Thomas, who lived roughly three centuries
before the Council of Constantinople -would have subscribed to the Nicene Creed and its
definition of who God is and how He relates to creation. Thus, the Nicene Creed offers a good
starting point our purposes in terms of approaching the Doctrine of God.
Many ofthe arguments advanced on either side in the Chinese Term Controversy were

linguistic: what is the true meaning ofthe word "God'" in English (81~ ''tbeos," in Greek and

D'if,t,, ''Elohim," in Hebrew, as well as the native languages of the missionaries). Consequently,
the question arose: what is the proper Chinese term to convey the concept of God to a Chinese

1

And also "god" as a lawar-c:ase; 1ha'e are entire boob writtm abait the significance of the capilBlimti.Cl'L

s

audience'F Is "supremacy," as proposed by Shang Ti advocates lib Medburst, the primary
attribute to be conveyed by God, or is ''spirit, as distinct ftom person," as believed by Shen
advocates like Boone? In both the Catholic and Protestant iterations ofthe Chinese Term
Controversy, the two proposed terms fell on opposite sides ofthat particular divide (''Shen" VB.
''Shang Ti;'a '"T'ien" vs. '"T'ien Chu'').
The linguistic arguments put forward in the controversy also have a theological basis in the
Doctrine of God. Only by understanding the Doctrine of God can we really understand why so
many missionaries and theologians came to such divergent opinions with regard to the validity of

these terms as translations for God Connected with the Doctrine of God is the distinction
between natural and revealed knowledge: natural knowledge can be found in creation; revealed
knowledge can only be found in God's Word -

what He has specifically revealed to man, both

in the Old Testament and in the New Testament. How does a theological understanding of
revealed knowledge account for Noah's knowledge of God (whom God spoke to directly) and
the subsequent dispersion of his descendants at the time of Babel?
We will take these doctrioal points in order, starting with the Doctrine of God.

The Doctrine of God
In discussing the theological basis for the Chinese Term Controversy, only a single aspect
ofthe Doctrine of God is really at play. The controversy does not (for the most part) involve
God's identity as the God ofthe Bible who created the universe; caused the flood; revealed
1
See Thanas R Rmlly, TM Taiping H,flHllly Kingdom: R,b,llion and th, BliupM1'fY ofEmpir, (Seattle:
University ofWuhington, 2014). 82-84; S. C. Malan, Who u God in China, Shin or Sha,g-T,? R6ffllUfrs on th,
Etymology of[Elohim] and of[Tl,M,s], and on th, R,nd,ring of'l11o8, T,mu into Chin,• (Lmdm: Samuel Begstcr
end Sais, 1855). Malan'scmtire book is an etymological study ofthetmmsin question in Greek, Helrcw, end
Chinme.
! Although tha-e are multiple poaible spellings in Bng1ish fer the Chinese "Sheng Ti,n I will use B oomistmt
spelling apart Cran direct qua;atima.
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Himselfto Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob; callcd Moses and led tho Israelites out of Egypt into tho
Promised Land; was incarnate ofthe Virgin Mary; revealed Himself fully as Jesus Christ; died
on the cross and rose on tho third day; and came to create and strengthen fiuth in His people.
There were some missionaries who identified God with the •rg1umg Ti oftbo Chinese Classics,"

which will be discussed below under •"Natural and Revealed Knowledge," but beyond this
exception, tho missionaries all acknowledged tho same God and tho same definition of who this
God was and was not
1be cODtroversy does not even involve tho Doctrine oftbo Trinity. Even the Nestorian
missionaries who first preached tho Gospel in China during tho seventh-tenth centuries
acknowledged tho Trinity. 1be Nestorian Monument ofHsi-an Fft in Sben-bsi, one oftbo few
surviving records ofthat early Nestorian mission in China, uses tho Chinese phrase •"lbree-inOne" as a term for God,4 indicating an acknowledgement of His Triune nature. On both those

points - His activity and His nature - tho missionaries were in agreement with tho orthodox
Nicene faith.
1be primary elcment oftbo Doctrine ofGod involved in this controversy is in :fiwt His
attribute ofjealousy.' In Ex. 20:3-6, God sa}'II:
You shall have no other gods before me. You shall not make for yourself a carved
image, or any libness of anything that is in heaven above, or that is in tho earth
beneath, or that is in tho water under tho earth. You shall not bow down to them or
serve them, for I tho LORD your God am a jealous God, visiting tho iniquity oftbo
fathers on tho children to tho third and tho fourth generation of those who hate me,
4
James Lc,gge, TM N,storian MOfllllMllt <fHJt-an Fa in SJ,m..lur, Chin4 lulating to th, Diffiaion qf
Christianity in China in th, S,wnlh and Eighth C111bmu with th, China, Tat <fth, lmcription, a Tratulation,
andNot.8 and a L,cmr, on th, MOfllllMllt With a Sat&h qf8Ub111qwnt Christian MmioM in China r,ul thlir
pruaitmt,. (Landan: Tr1llna-, 1888), 5.

' See E.L. Amdt, "Is 'Shangti' Wnmg'l" (Hankow, 1926). [1]: "It can never be m insult to give to God what
is God's. Nei1her can it insult God to 1Bke the hmcr of.which He has been robbed by idol wcrshippcn, end rebEl it
unto Him."
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but showing stead:filst love to thousands of those who love me and keep my

commandrnP.Dts.1

This is echoed elsewhere in the Old Testament, as in Ex. 34:14: '"You shall worship no o1lu:r
god, for the LORD, whose name is Jealous, is a jealous God," and Deut. 6:14-15:
You shall not go after other gods, the gods of the peoples who are around you - for
the LORD your God in your midst is a jealous God - lest the anger ofthe LORD
}'Our God be kindled against }'OU, and he destroy you ftom offthe mce ofthe earth.
God is a •~ealous" God, meaning that He refuses to share worship with idols.
If this is the case, then how does this affect the terms which are available for translating
God into different languages? Can a jealous God be called by names, terms, and titles which
have also been used of idols? At the same time, can a jealous God stand to have titles that (on the
surface at least) properly belong to Him given to idols? Although the proponents ofthe different

terms all agreed on who God wu and that He is a jealous God, they could not come to a
consensus on how to apply this to the proposed Chinese terms for God.

The Doctrine of Nataral and Revealed Knowledge

The second key doctrine to understand in discussing the Chinese Term Controversy is that
of natural and revealed knowledge. 7 Although the missionaries rarely used these terms in their
writings on the controversy, their understanding ofthe origins of Shang Ti u well u the being to
which the term refers in the Chinese Clusics betrays a definite disagreement with regard to the
extent of natural knowledge. 1 Although all were in agreement that there is such a thing u

1

All Scriptural quotatiais are from 1he Bnglish Standard Vcnicn unless cthawiae ncted.

Sec Geo. 0 . Lillcgard.A lmto,y <ftM T,ms Quation Contruv,rqin ourChinaMmion andtM Chi,/
Docrmumain tM Ca, (Jamaica Plain: [s.n.], 1930), 14: "It is thoologicallywrmgtousc Sheng-Di as a name fer
Geel, because its use is advocated and defended en the basis of a herctical. teaching with regard to 1he natural
knowledge ofthe 1rue God that the hcathm can attain to apart from revelation.n
7

1
Sec Matteo Ricci, who believed early Ccnfucianism to be a "nearly parfcct mcprcssion of. lhe 'natural law'
and that it aervcd as a natural foundaticn fur Omstian teaching in Cllina" and set out to shaw Cltristianity to be "the

8

''natural knowledge" by which people could know that there is a Creator, there was some

disagreement as to the extent ofthis natural knowledge. The Lutheran understanding ofnatural
knowledge holds that it cannot lead to saving faith apart from God's revealed knowledge, but
this belief is not shared by all Christians (including Catholics). Even among those who accepted
this understanding ofrevealed and natural knowledge, some missionaries disagreed on the
exclusivity of God's revealed knowledge given to the patriarchs, Moses, Israel, and finally the

apostles and early Church.
The Commission on Theology and Church Relations (CTCR) ofthe LCMS defines
''natural knowledge" as follows in its 2013 report, The Natural Knowledge ofGod in Christian

Confession and Christian Witneaa: "That knowledge ofGod, however dim or incomplete, to
whicb hmuauity has access by means ofnatural revelation, and apart from special revelation.',.
The CTCR further defines "'natural revelation" as ''That general manifestation ofGod - whether
recognized as such or not - in and through nature, as distinct from his special revelation in the
incamate Christ and inspired Scriptures. ,,io This natural revelation comes in several different
forms. The first is through the observation ofnature. David writes in Psalm 19:1: "The heavens
declare the glory of God, and the sky above proclaims his handiwork." Paul says the same in Ro.
fulfillmcm afpimitive Cmfw:ianism." InMatteoRicci, Th, TrwM.aningofTh, I.DrdofH-n (l''im-cla,Shihi), trans. Douglaa Lancashire and Pder Hn Kuo-chem. (St Louis: Institute af Jesuit Sam:es, 1985). 9. Ricci and his
colleaguea even cmaidered the "Sheng Ti" referenced in the Catfucian classics to be "'lraces af the early theism
1hey were looking f<r" (34). James Legge is Eid to have believed 1hat the modem Cl1inese mdcntanding of Sheng
Ti "is also the mencthoistic, 1rue God" and to have wmahipped him at the Temple of Heaven in Beijing. See
Lillegard,A Hiatory o/11111 T,nn Qwstion Controwny in OIIT'ChinaMmion andlh, Chi,/Docummts in th, Cas,,
12. Li.llegard himself is cne af the fi,w to use the tams "natural knowledge" and "revesled knowledge" in his
writings en the ccntroversy in Lillegard, A Hinory of11111 T,nn Qu,&tion Controwny in our ChinaMmion and 11111
Chi,fDocim.1118 in 11111 Can, 10-11, 14. Amdt expresses his intention of using "Sheng Ti" as the tam fur God
because it is the "remnants ofnatural theology" which the <ltinese still pDllle8I in Arndt, "Why We Shcmd Cmtinue
the U111 of Shangti" (Hankow: [s.n.], 1925). 20.

' Commission en Theology and Oiurch Relaticm, Th, Natural Knowl,i.w, ofGod in Christian Co,ifu8ion
and Christian Wilnlu (St Louis: The Luthman. Oiurch----Missauri Synod, 2013), 7.
10

Canmissien on Theology and Clmrdi. Relaticm, Th, Natural Kilowl,i.w, <(Godin Christian Co,f,&Jion

and Christian Wilnlu, 1.
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1:20: "[God's] invisible attributes, 1U11DOly, his eternal power and divine nature, have been
clearly perceived, ever since the creation of the world, in the things that have been made." By
looking at creation, it is possible to come to the conclusion that there is a Creator responsible for
the creation of the workl Beyond this, however, Christians differ in their belief as to the extent
of natural knowledge and whether (imperfect) natural knowledge ofGod as Creator ofthe
Universe can be saving filith and thus by itself enough to bring someone to a knowJedge of the
true God.
1be second form ofnatural revelation by which people can have a natural knowledge of

God is the Law which is written on all people's hearts. This is what Paul means in Ro. 2:14-16
when be says:
When Gentiles, who do not have the law, by nature do what the law requires, they are
a law to themselves, even though they do not have the law. 1bey show that the work
ofthe law is written on their hearts, while their conscience also bears witness, and
their conflicting thoughts accuse or even excuse them on that day when, according to
my gospei God judges the secrets of men by Christ Jesus.
Because all people know .:from their conscience that certain actions are wrong. they may
conclude that there must be a source of absolute 1:mtb by which the actions ofall people are
judged. If certain actions are universally approved and others are universally condemned, there
must be a common basis for determining these things, and thus a common Law and common
Lawgiver/Judge for the entire world. However, is this imperfect natural knowledge ofGod as
Lawgiver and Judge enough to bring someone to the knowledge ofthe true God?
Roman Catholics answer this question with a qualified ''yes," following in the footsteps of

SL Thomas Aquinas, who in his "Fifth Way" posits that human reason possesses the capacity to
recognize and understand the existence of a divine being (''God'') based on natural knowledge
alone. According to the "Fifth Way," man is able to look at the natural world and recognize that
it bas been divinely ordered:

According to Thomas, it is fairly apparent to the average person that there exists a
superior being that is respODBible for ordering natural substances to their ends. This
superior being is what we call God. As a resuh people recognise oaturally that they
are subject to this superior being, like the rest ofnature, and shou]d honour it. They
recognise that God is to be loved above all else.11
Aquinas argues that man by bis own reason is able to understand that the natural world has a
certain order to it, an order which presupposes the existence of a greater power which imposes its
order on the world. If the universe has an order and there is a higher power ordering it, tbm. that
higber power must be recognized as God.
A natural knowledge of God originating from recognition ofHis handiwork. in creation
does not require His special revelation, but Aquinas does acknowledge that God plays a role in
creating the conditions by which the human mind can grasp the natural knowledge of God
Rather than revealing Himselfto man, however, for Aquinas God provides man with the gift of
divine illumination by which he can see and acknowledge God's truth.

In St. Thomas, man receives from God everything he receives from Him in St.
Augustine, but not in the same way. In St. Augustine, God delegates bis gifts in such
a way that the very insufficiency of nature constrains it to return toward him; in St.
Thomas, God delegates His gifts through the mediacy of a stable nature which
contains in itself - divine subsistence being ta1am for granted - the sufficient
reason ofall its operations. Accordingly, it is the introducing into each philosophical
problem of a nature endowed with sufficiency and efficacy that separates [T]homism.
from [A]ugustinism 12
According to Aquinas, God has given man the ability to recognize Him by natural knowledge, by
observation of God's natural revelation in creation. However, Aquinas stops short of asserting
that the natural knowledge of God comes without God's activity. Indeed, the ability to receive

11

Dcminic Farrell, 77w Ends oflM Moral Yirtw.r and th, Fir.rt Princtple.r ofP,actit:a/,Jua.ron in '1Jwma.r
Aquina.r (Rane: Gregmian & Biblical, 2012), 211.
12
Lawrence K. Stook,Ewm, Gibon (Icranto: Pmtitical. Jnsti.tlte ofM.ediaeval Studies, 1984), 68; quoted
in Themas Aquinas, Faith, lua.ron and 'l'Mology: Quution.r l-lY ofhi.r C""'1Mnlary on fM De Trinitate of
Bot,thiu.r, trana. ArmandMalrCI" (Icranto: Pmtitical. Institute of Mediaeval Studies, 1987), xvii-xviii. See Aquinas,
Faith, lua.ron and '17wology: Qw.rtion.rl-lY ifhi.r eon.m.ntary on fM De Trinitate ofBa.thiu.r, 14.
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the natural knowledge of God is only made poBBible by God acting upon the mind, opening it to
accepting the knowledge ofthe truth -

activity which God has done for all humans by virtue of

their creation, so that all human beings have this capacity.
In his commentary on Boethius' De Trinitate, Aqumas asserts that natural knowledge not
only comains the knowledge of God's existence as creator, but also that ''the mind is capab:le of
knowing the divine Trinity by natural reason.,.,_, Because, according to St Augustine, the
condition ofbeing three is inherent in all that exists (Augustine defines these ''three" as
''measure, beauty, and order"14), the human mind, which already accepts the existelwe of God as
creator, may therefore infer that God must also have this condition of being three. This same
reasoning allows Aquinas to posit that natural knowledge can arrive at the conclusion that God is

''savior": ''Religiosity not only supposes that there is a 'God', but that divine providence is
concerned with man's salvation.'"-' Thus three ofthe primary elements of God's nature and
action -

creation, salvation, and the Trinity- may be grasped by virtue of natural knowledge

apart from God's revelation.
However, Aquinas' coDIIIICDtary on Romans reveals that his purpose in proposing this
ability ofhumans to come to a natural knowledge of God was not to give Gentiles the ability to
be saved apart from God's revealed Word in the Bible. Instead, his purpose was to establish that

the Gentiles truly are "without excuse" for their unbelief:
So in the concrete situation ofhuman beings the natural cognition of God is explicitly
and logically dependent upon the revealed cognition of God - that is upon the
1:1 Aquinas, Faith,

/uQ80II and Th«,logy: Qwmom I-IV tf"hu C,-ntary on t1M De Trinitate ofBocthim,

29.
14

Aquinas, Faith, /uQ80II and Th«,logy: Qwmom I-IV tf"hu C,-ntary on t1M De Trinitate ofBocthim,

15

Farrell, TM End& ofth. Moral, Virtw.r and t1M Finl Principll,.r ofPrai:tk;al /uQ80II in Thoma.r Aquina.r,

30.

226.
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revealed cognitiom of God properly and effectively so called or the revelabilia as
God's form in the world, engaged in informing human beings toward their end of
friendship with God. That will become clearer when ... Thomas begins to
characterize three ways to do natural theology wrong. In filct, Thomas uses the term.
'theologia naturalis' only in that negative sense. 11
Because the Gentiles have the capacity to know God through His revelation in nature. Aquinas
argues, they are ''without excuse" for their lack of faith. Consequently, the only way in which the
Gentiles may come to know God is through His revelation.
Later Catholics, however, lost Aquinas' understanding that natural knowledge can only be

called ''knowledge" as a framework for discussion because no one bas a 1rue knowledge of God
apart from His divine self-revelation. The Jesuits constantly searched for evidence ofthe natural
knowledge of God while cmrym.g out their missionary ventures, believing that such knowledge
would demonstrate some saving knowledge on the part ofthe non-Christian peoples. Upon
reading the ancient Chinese classics and learning oftheir portrayal of "Shang Ti," the Jesuits
believed that this represented an example of China's ancient natural knowledge ofOod.17
Nevertheless, they chose not to use ''Shang Ti" as the primary term for God in their mission.
According to its Catechism the Roman Catholic Church today believes that man is capable
of knowing God via natural knowledge, as is seen in the following two quotes:
Man's facuhies make him capable ofcoming to a knowledge ofthe existence ofa
personal God. But for man to be able to enter into real intimacy with him, God willed
both to reveal himself to man and to give him the grace ofbeing able to welcome this
revelation in faith. The proofil of God's existence, however, can predispose one to
faith and help one to see that faith is not opposed to reason.

''Our holy mother, the Church, holds and teaches that God, the first principle and last
end of all things, can be known with certainty from the created world by the natural

11

Eugcme F. Regen, Jr., Thomas Aquinas andKarl Barth: SflCNdDoctrw and 0. Nablral Knmudg. of
God(Nare Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 1995), 131.
17

Ricci, TIM Trw !baning if TIM Lord ifH•rw.n, 34.
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light ofbuman reason." Without this capacity, man would not be able to welcome
God's revelation. Man has the capacity because he is created "in the image ofGod."11
Although it is possible for people who have not been exposed to the Gospel to have a natural
knowledge ofthe true God - to know Him "with certainty from the created world" - Catholic
theologians recognize that this is not the same as "real intimacy with him." Further, this natural
knowledge is a prerequisite for receiving the revealed knowledge of God. However, both the
natural knowledge of God (which ..can predispose one to faith'') and the revelation of God are
necessary in the Catholic understanding for one to have ''real intimacy" with God - in other

words, faith.
This was a point of contention for 110D1e of the missionaries involved in this controversy:
Lutherans and many others believe that natural knowledge alone cannot get someone to the true
God. In order to know God, it is necessary to know Him as He has revealed HimselfIll
Revealed knowledge is the specific revelation of God, as seen in His revelation to Abraham
(Gen. 11-15). God revealed Himself in this way in the Old Testament to Abraham, Isaac, Jacob,

Moses, and the prophets. In the New Testament He revealed Himself in the person of Jesus
Christ and by the Holy Spirit through the apostles (Heb. 1:1-2). According to many Christian
groups, it is only by this knowledge - God as He has chosen to reveal Himself - that one can
know the true God (Jn. 14:6).
However, what sources are there for revealed knowledge? Scripture itself is the only truly
reliable source ofrevealed knowledge ofGod available to us today, but it is not the only
historical source ofrevealed knowledge (see Heb. 1:1). God revealed Himself directly to the
1I Cachum if0. CathoUc Chun:h: Rmndin accordanc. with fM Official Latin Tm Pmmulgad by
POJM John Plllll 11, 2nd ed. (Vatican: Lilreria Edilrice Vaticana, 2000). 16, emphasis added.
Ill CTCR, Tb.NaturalKnowl.dp ifGodin Chriman Cor,t.mon andChriman Witn..u, 37: "Alllltural
knowledge of God might 8t11UtinM& be true, will alway& be incanpl.ete, and will
llllflice fer salvatiCl'I. ~

-r
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apostles, both in the person of Jesus Christ and through the Holy Spirit. God revealed Himself
directly to the prophets. God knew Moses ''face to face" (Deut.34: 10). God even spoke directly
to Adam, Eve, and Cain after their respective problems with sin (Gen. 3 :9; 4:9). Sigoificamly for
this discuBBion, God revealed Himself directly to Noah in cm:rn:nanding Him to build the 111k and

establishing His etemal coveoam with Noah and his descendants (Gen. 6--9). Given that Noah
became the father of all the nations ofthe earth after the flood, coukl Noah and his sons (Shem,
Ham, and Japheth) have passed the revealed knowledge ofthe 1rue God down to their children
orally? Furtbmnore, according to the genealogy in Gen. 9:28; 11:10-19, at least Noah and Shem
were both still alive at the time of the Tower ofBabel211 and thus coukl have told their
desceodams about the flood and God's coveoam with them before they were all scattered around
the world. This being the case, might an extra-biblical source of revealed knowledge ofGod
have been 1raosmitted orally to all the people ofthe world at the time of Babel, and ifso, coukl
that have been preserved by any ofthose people groups for any period oftime following the

Dispersion? That a majority of ancient cultures have some record of a great flood in their
mythology would appear to confirm this theory as more than just a possibility. Ro. 1:21 also
suggests this, since Paul says, ''Although they knew God, they did not honor him as God or give
thanb to him" (emphasis added). If it is a possibility, could the ancient Chinese (who according

to the biblical accolmt must have been descended from one of Noah's BOOB) have brought this
knowledge ofthe true God with them to China- with this forming the basis for their early
(apparently monotheistic) religion worshipping ''Shang Ti"?
This understanding ofrevealed knowledge and its potential connection to the ancient

211
Noah lived 350 yam after the Flood (Gen. 9:28); Shem 502 yam after the Flood (11: 10-11). The TawmofBabel happened during the time ofPeleg (10:25), who lived fran 101-340 yam after 1he Flood (11: 10-19).

moDOtheistic worship practices of China would become a major ground for theological
disagreement among the missionaries involved in the Chinese Term Controversy, as would the
history ofthe Greek 81~ Theos. Some believed that the ''Sbang Ti" ofthe Chinese Classics was

evidence of mcient Chinese knowledge ofthe true God;21 others believed it to be nothing more
than an idol like Zeus and Jupiter.:a The CODDection to the Greek and Roman deities and thus the

polytheistic history of the Greek term 81~ would be CODIDICllted upon by several writers on the
Chinese Term Comroversy.23 When they noted the use ofthe term for idols, many authors would
dismiss this history by stating that the term's very use in the Bible "imported" moDOtheistic
meaning to it, thus elevating it to the point ofbecoming an appropriate term for the true God
Those missionaries who favored the use of''Shen" would argue on this basis that "Shen," as the

"generic" term for deity, was the Chinese equivalent md could likewise be loaded with Christian
meaning through biblical usage.24 Advocates of"Sbang T~" on the other band, argued that the
term ''Shang Ti" already conveys much ofwhat the Christian usage of''God" conveys, including
many specific attributes of God.25

21
Amdtrefermces Tmicn de la Cupmie's W•mm Origin ofehiM• Civilization as IIBting 1hat ~ is
1he c:xact c,quivalmt ofMelchizedek's and Abraham's 'HI Elyam' and is used by a man who may vmy: well have
come direct fran Babylcn" in Arndt, "Is 'Shangti' Wrcmg'l" 6. Amdtfurthm- 8IIIClts 1hatHwansti, 1he firstOunese
empc:rcr to wmlhip Sheng Ti, was a cantempcrary ofMelchizeclek and warshiped 1he same Gcd with 1he same
name, thaigh Hwangti's wcnhip "detm-ioratcd" away fi-am wcnhip oflhe 1ruc Gcd into idolatry in Amdt, "Why
We Should Ccntinuc 1he Use of Shangti," 8. Based on this claim, Amdt argues 1hat "Siangti"" is "!he audumic
ancient Chinese vcnicn oflhe p11riardml name fur Gar' in Arndt, "Why We Shcmd Ccntinuc 1he Use of Shangti,"
8.

:a See Lillcgard,A History of,,_ T•nn Qwmon Controwny in muChinaMimonand,,_ Chi,j"Docraunts
in ,,_ Ca., 30.
21
Lillegard and Arndt both discuss 1he etymolqpes of !110~ and 12';:blf, as does Malan. Arndt in fact argues
1hat 1he "Z.OUS of Cleanlhes" whcm Paul refermces in his discussicn with 1he Athenians was lhe 1ruc Gcd in Amdt,
"Why We Shcmd Continue 1he Use of Shangti," 14.
24

See Rmlly, TM Taiping H•awnly Kingdom: lub•llion and,,_ Bltuplwnry qfEmpi,., 82--83.

25

See Amdt, "Why We Shcmd Ccntinuc 1he Use of Shangti," 9--10 (creatiai, etanal); Rmlly, TM Taiping
H•awnly Kingdom: lubdlion
Bltupha,y ofEmpirw, 85 Qcrdshi.p. majesty, receiving of wonhi.p and
IIIICl"ifice).
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Both these doctrinal points will prove to be significant in guiding and shaping the Chinese
Term Controversy in the missions for which we have substantial written records.
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CHAPTER THREE

EARLY CHRISTIAN MISSIONS IN CHINA
In studying the first three phases of Christian mission work in China, it becomes painfully
obvious just how ineffectual and temporary these missions were. Ahhough remmmts ofthe
second and third missions lasted until the Jesuits arrived in the sixteenth century, these traces
were nrioirnal and had relatively little long-term impact on the people and culture of China. Only
one ofthese missions left any specific record of which Chinese term for God it used The others
left no extant written records in Chinese, but we can infer from the available information how
this translational question may have impacted them
Ahhougb with regard to their specific missionary methods and the challenges they filced
these phases of mission work left little in the way of written records, they do provide an
important foundation for surveying the more important later phases of mission work. Each of
these missions, if its specific linguistic decisions with regard to the proper term for God had been
better known, might have provided an important historical authority through which the Chinese
Term Controversy could have been amicably resolved As it stands, however, none ofthese
missions left more than scant testimony to its specific linguistic challenges and the methods by
which it overcame them At the same time, these missions hint at some intriguing reasons why

they might not have struggled with the Chinese Term Controversy in the same way that all later
missions did.
Despite the anecdotal evidence supporting an earlier, apostolic date for the first Christian
mission in China, the most likely origin for Christianity in China remains as the resuh of
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Nestorian mission work beginning in the seventh century. The histmy ofthis Nestorian mission
has been well established, as has that ofthe Catholic mission undertaken by the Franciscan
brothers six centuries later. By contrast, the legendary apostolic mission left little information
regarding its histmy. However, in order to do proper diligence in surveying the entire histmy of
Christian mission work in China, I must first briefly examine Matteo Ricci's evidence for that
earliest mission.

The Le1mduy Phaiie
According to sources discovered by Fr. Matteo Rice~ the missionary considered the
"Father'' ofthe Catholic Church in China, the earliest Christian missionary to preach the Gospel

in China was none other than the Apostle Thomas. According to tradition, when the Apostles
divided the world among themselves for the purpose of evangelism, Thomas was assigned to
work in India, where he served for many yean, bringing in converts, training pastors, and
planting churches in the Malabar region along its southmn coast Thomas' ministry in India
finally ended when, according to tradition, he was martyred by Hindu priests on what came to be
known as St. Thomas Mouot. Be}'Olld this tradition, however, there is some written evidence that
during his time in India, Thomas also preached in China.
In his Joumals, Matteo Ricci lays out a case for this earliest phase of Christian mission
work in China based on sources from the Chaldean Church in the Malabar region of coastal
India, which according to tradition was founded through the ministry of Thomas. A breviary
found in the Malabar Church of St. Thomas includes the following two notes attesting to this
legendary mission of Thomas in China. The first is in one ofthe leBBons for the Feast of St.
Thomas:
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The error of idolatry was banished from India by St Thomas. The Chinese and
Ethiopians were converted to the truth by St. Thomas. From St. Thomas they received
the sacrament ofbaptism and became children of adoption. Through St. Thomas they
believed in and professed the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. Through St. Thomas they
preserved the fiuth in om, God which they received from him Through St. Thomas
the splendor of a life-giving fiuth flourished through all ofIndia. Through St. Thomas
the Kingdom ofHeaven took wings and sped its flight to the Chinese. 1
The second om, is in an antiphon for the same day: 'Pfbe people of India, of China, of Persia and
others on the islands, together with those of Syria, Armenia, Greece, and Roumania [sic],
venerate The Holy Name, in memory of St. Thomas. ,,ca Unfortunately, Kenneth Scott Latourette,

author ofA History ofChristianMissions in China (one oftbe most comprehensive histories of
the subject before World War II), casts serious doubt on the authenticity of the breviary's claim:

One estimate places the date ofthe composition ofthis service book in or after the
thirteenth century and suggests that the tradition may have arisen from the reports of
the envoys ofthe Malabar Church who visited Cambaluc (Peking) in 1282 and who
may have met the Nestorian Christians who resided there under the Mongols.3
The only additional evidence Ricci offers be},>nd the two notes from the Chaldean Breviary is

circumstantial at best. Ricci notes that the Chaldean Church in Malabar had a long history of
claiming jurisdiction over China as well as India. However, even ifthis claim proved that
Malabar Christians worked in or traveled to China at some time between the founding oftbe
church and the Jesuit arrival in China, it does not prove that Thomas was the one to go. It is more
likely that individual Malabar Christians went to China after the founding oftheir church. These
three are the only extant Christian sources suggesting that Thomas reached China. Based on this
evidence, it is diff"wuJt to assert conclusively that Thomas carried out a mission in China.
1

Matteo Ricci, China in 1M Simmth C•nbuy: 'I'M J011171111& qfMal/Mw Ricci: 1583-1610, tnma. Lcuis J.
Gallagher, S. J. (New Ycrk: Random HCUle, 1953). 113.
1

Ricci, China in th.Sbdnnth Cmtu,y: 'l'MJ01117111l&ofMadMwRicci: 1583-1610, 113.

3

Kcmndb. Scott Latointte, A. History qfChristian MmiOIU in China (New Yerk: Macmillan, 1929). 48-49.
It is important to ll0te 1hat recant raeard!. hes elevated the view of cn1 histay emaig IICb.alan beymd the view of
Latourette and his cmtmnpcnries.
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If Thomas did reach China, that might be the furthest distance :from Jerusalem traveled by
any ofthe original twelve Apostles in their missionary journeys. However, unlike Thomas' work

in India, where the church he (traditionally) founded has survived in some form for nearly two

milleDDia, China shows little evidence ofthis earliest phase of mission work. No Christians in
China encoUDtered during the later phases of Christian mission work ever claimed descent from
this mission. No written records in China before the Jesuits arrived in the sixteenth centmy
reference this mission. For these reasons, it is difficult to establish or accept this early date for
Christianity's introduction into China.
The lack of written records also makes it impossible to determine how St Thomas pursued

this mission (ifhe did so at all). We cannot know what term was used for God, or even what

language was used Unfortunately, a similar lack of evidence also characterizes the two
subsequent phases ofmission work in China, although the second (Nestorian) phase provides
Chinese-language sources.

The Natorlan Pluue

Nestorianism as a distinct sect of Christianity originated during the Christological
cootrovenies ofthe third - fifth centuries and served as the primary focus ofthe third and fourth
ecumenical councils.4 Following their exclusion from the Orthodox Chun:h at the Council of

4

Ncstori1111, an Antiochc:nc ma:ik appointed Bishop of Cmslantinoplc, began p-cadling in 428 agaimt 1hc
lcmg..ianding 1raditim of calling 1hc Virgin Mary "8IO'ldxoc" ("Thecmkm." "God-bearer'?, declaring 1hia title to be
a dqvadation d. Jesus' divinity. This ignited a ccnlroveny which would ncx. be raiolved in 1hc d11rch mtil 1hc
Councils ofBphcsua (431) and Cl1alc:cdm (451) both determined that:Nestaius' pcaitim was heteroclait beCIIIIIC it
divided 1hc two natures of Clmst. Catscqum.tly, Nestcrius and his followers were excluded from 1hc Q1hodax
Church. Aftar the Council ofBphmus, Nestcrius himaclf retum.cd to the mmastcry in Antioch that he had 1ml to
become bishop, while his followers eventually fled from the Roman Empire to Penis. Far a complete overview of
1hc Nestcrian Cmlroveny, see Douglas W. Jdmsm, 771, GnatJum Dcbat.:r: 4 Eany Claur:h Baltlu about tM
P•non QM Work ifJum (St. Louis: Ccnccrdia, 2005), 109--16; Leo Dcnald Davis, 771, First S11vtm EC111Unical
COlll'ICil:r (325--787): 'l'Mir Hi:rtDry QM 771,ology (Collegeville: Litlqical lflu, 1983). 140--67.
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Chalcedon, Nestorian missionaries began working throughout Asia, including India, before a
missionary named Olopun reached China around AD 638. This missionary received an audience
with the Emperor T'ii Tsung in which he presented him with some translated Scripture passages

and received permission to operate throughout China. Olopun built a monastery for twenty-one
priests to live in, and from this beginning the Nestorian mission expanded significantly over the
next fifty years.'
Despite opposition from the other religious groups in China (particularly the Buddhists),
Nestorian Christianity survived for two centuries until 845, when Emperor WO Tsung issued an
edict prohibiting ''foreign religions" -targeted specifically at Buddhism, but also affecting

other "foreign religions" such as Nestorian Christianity.' This edict confiscated monastic
properties, forced monks and nuns to "return to the ways of common life," and drove the
remaining foreign missionaries out ofthe coumry. Ahhough Buddhism was restored by WO
Tsung's successor after his death one year later, the Nestorian mission did not mtjoythe same

popular support as Buddhism, was not supported by the new emperor, and thus was unable to
recover from the persecution. The surviving believers disappeared back into the population,
leaving little record oftheir church beyond their monument (which was hidden until a :friend of
the Jesuits discovered it), though some Nestorian missionaries worlced in China during the next
mission phase.7

' Jamca Legge, TM N18t()rian M°""""11t ifHJ/I-an FO in Shffl..lut, China. lulating to 1h, Diffusion of
Christianity in China in 1h, S,wnlh andE'ighth Cmtwiu with th, China, Tat iflh, lucription. a Tramlatia,,
andNot1& and a ucbln on th,Monum,nt With a Satr:h ofSllb•qwnt Christian Missions in China ewlthlir
prumtmtl (Lcndcn: Tr1ltner, 1888), 9-25.
' Jamca Legge, TM N,.,rian Monum,nt ifHJ/I-an FO in Shffl..lut, China, lulating to 1h, Dijfllsion of
Christianity in China in 1h, S,wnlh andE'ighth Cmtwiu with th, China, Tat ifth, lucription. a Tramlatia,,
andNoll8 and a ucbln on th, M°""""11t With a Satr:h ofSllb•qwnt Christian Mmions in China ew1 thlir
prumtmt,, 41--49.
7

Jamca Legge, TM N18t()rian Monum,nt ifHJ/I-an FO in SJwn..lur, China. lulating to 1h, Dijfllsion of
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There are few textual sources for information about the Nestorian mission in China. The
most definitive source for information about this mission is the Hsi-an FO molJUDlellt of781,
erected to commemorate the great success ofthe mission during its first 150 years. The
momu:nent contains two sectiom. The second recounts the history ofthe mission, but the first, a
doctrinal statement, Jays out the beliefs ofthe Chinese Nestorians and offers the first significant
historical documentation relevant to the Chinese Term Question. In the first pJace, the writer of

the inscription makes extensive use of Taoist terms and phrases in describing both the Creation
account and the Christian religion. In the second pJace, the terms for God used on the monument
are not those used by later missionaries; rather than repurpose an existing Chinese term, the
Nestoriaos spell the Syriac equivalent ofthe Hebrew ''Eloah" (i-11',4'), ''God," phonetically in

Chinese' in one instance. Later the author does the same with the Syriac equivalents of"Satan'"
and ''Messiah."'0 The most common means of referring to God in the inscription is with the

Chinese equivalent of ''Three-in-One" (''Three" followed by ''One"), indicating ''Trinity." 11
Chrimanity in China in 0. S.wnth and Eighth Cmturiu with tM emnu. Tm iftM lmcription, a Tramlation,
andNotH and a IAc:bus on tM M"""1Mllt With a Safl:h ofmlJ•qwnt Chriman Mimom in China and IMir
p,..nt8taU, 50. Thme Nestarians wa-e problbly fruits of ether Nmtarian milllim wa-k amcmg the Mcmgo1s
themselves, rathm- than of the Nestaian missim in Clrina proper.
1
James Lege, TM N•81orian M"""1Mllt ifH&l-an Fa in SJwn-lul, China, lulating to 0. Di.fliaion of
Chrimanity in China in 0. S.wnth and Eighth Cmturiu with tM
Tm iftM lmcription, a Tramlation,
andNotH and a IAc:bus on IMM"""1Mllt With a Safl:h ofmlJ•qwnt ChrimanMimom in China andtMir
p,..n,.... 3n 5.

emnu.

' James Lege, TM N•81orian M"""1Mllt ifH&l-an Fa in SJwn-lul, China, lulating to 0. Di.fliaion of
Chrimanity in China in 0. S.wnth and Eighth Cmturiu with tM
Tm iftM lmcription, a Tramlation,
and Not.& and a IAc:bus on tM M"""1Mllt With a Safl:h ofmlJ•qwnt Chriman Mimom in China and IMir
p,..n,.... 7n 4.

emnu.
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James Legge, TIM N•&IDrianMOlllllflfflt qfH&l-an Fa in Shm-lul, China, R•lating to tM Djffu&ion if
Chrimanity in China in 0. S.wnth and Eighth Cmturiu with tM
Tm iftM lmcription, a Tramlation,
and Not.& and a IAc:bus on tM M"""1Mllt With a Satch ofmlJ•qwnt Chriman Mimom in China and IMir
prumt.... 1n 8.
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Tm ifO. lmcription, a Tramlation,
and Not.& and a IAc:bus on tM M"""1Mllt With a Satch ofmlJ•qwnt Chriman Mimom in China and IMir
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In defining God by His Triune nature, the Nestorians avoid the possibility ofthe Chinese
misunderstanding and conflating God with their own gods. Likewise, transliterating their own
term for God avoids the danger that future missionaries in China would &ce: using names, terms,

and titles usociated with specific Chinese gods to refer to the 1rue God. However, to the new
believer ( or unbeliever) a transliterated term would be meaningless without substantial teaching
and explaining -

indeed, this would risk the true God appearing to the Chinese to be a new god

to add to their pamheon.
Unfortunately, there is no information available to indicate bow the Nestorian missionaries
arrived at these terms for God Furthermore, the Nestorian mission's records were lost UDtil after
the Jesuit mission had been well-established, and the provenance oftheir monument wu
disputed by European scholars during the nineteenth century, so the Nestorians' decision to use
"Three-in-One" u a term for God did not &ctor in to the later history ofthe Chinese Term

Controversy.

The Early CathoMc Phue
Following the expulsion of foreign Nestorian missionaries, Christianity's place in China
wu greatly diminished for the following three centuries, though it did spread throughout
Mongolia due to the work ofNestorian missionaries.11 During this same period, China wu
largely ignored by Europe. However, China returned to the European cODBciousoess in 1269
when Italian merchants Maffeo and Nioolo Polo returned to Europe :from the court of Mongol
phrase IIICld by 1he Nestaians consists of four cbaracters which litarally trana1ate BS "lhree enc, wandmful
body/substance." This is sligh11y cli1feren.t fi'om the pnae med by later missionaries to deacribe 1he Trinity, which
litcnlly tnnalates BS "lhree pcnms enc, body/substance." However, beca111e th.are are 10 few c:xtant writings of the
Nmtmien mimicm, we have no way of knowing how 1he native Chinese understood "lhree enc, wandmful
body/substance."
11
The Nestariansoperating in China duringthispmae of1hemilllim were the fruits ofmissim wirkamang
1he Mmgolians.
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Emperor Kublai Khan which was located in Beijing. The Emperor sent letters to the Pope
requesting that he send teachers to bring European learning to the Chinese. 0 Because the first
two parties dispatched to China did not arrive, the Franciscan John ofMontecorvino became the
first Roman Catholic missionary in China on his amval in Cambaluc (modern Beijing) in 1294.14

John met the new Emperor, Ch'8n Tsuog. and received permission to build a church and begin
preaching. Despite opposition from the Nestorians who had reentered China with the Mongols,
John's mission quickly grew. After a decade ofworlc, John reported baptizing 6000 converts.15
He also worbd extensively among the (non-Chinese11)

tnoes living in the northern part of

China. John was elevated to Archbishop around 1307 (with jurisdiction over most of Asia) and
joined by three suffiagan bishops.17 However, due to lack of support from home (primarily
caused by the difficuhy with travel), the mission was not resupplied enough to replace
missionaries who died This left the China mission without leadership from John's death in the
late-1320s-early-1330s until the arrival ofa papal legate in Beijing in 1342, and then following
the papal legate's departure until the mission collapsed with the :fall ofthe Mongol dynasty in
China in 1368.11

When the Jesuits amved in China in the sixteenth. century, they did encounter some
''Christians" in the northern regions of China who worshiped the cross and claimed descent from

0

L&tolnttc, A Hi6ttJ,y if Chriman Mmiom in China, 68.
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L&tolnttc, A Hi6ttJ,y if Chriman Mmiom in China, 68--69.
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L&tolnttc, A Hi6ttJ,y if Chriman Mmiom in China, 69.

i , The ethnic group lhat is cmsidcrcd "Clun.clc" is known es the "Han," named fer the ICCOl1d Cun.me
dynasty (206 BC -AD 220). The vest majority of the Cl1incac populatim bclmgs to dus ethnic group.
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this mission, but they bad retained litt1c ofthe Christian faith. 19 It is unclear wbdier these
Christians were remnants ofthe first Roman Catholic mission, descendants ofthe Nestorians, or
immigrants to the region 1mcmmected with any previous Christian mission. Regardless, it is clear

that this early mission bad relatively little long-term impact on China.
In terms oflaugnage, John ofMontecorvino's mission appears to have primarily used
languages other than Mandarin Chinese for worship and teaching. Some of his earliest successes
came among the previously-Nestorian Ongut tribe ofMongolia.211 The mission was requested and
supported by the ruling Mongol Dynasty. Neither ofthese groups spoke Chinese. Thus it is
reasonable to assume that John of Montecorvino did not give much thought to the term for God

that he would use in written Chinese - and that John may not have written much, if anything. in
Chinese. Furthermore, there is evidence from his reports to Rome that John ofMontecorvino
devoted considerable time to teaching native boys Latin and Greek so they could wommp using
the Roman order of service.21 In &ct, the only ''missionary language" Montecorvino reported
learning was Mongolian,22 into which he translated the New Testament, Psaher, and Latin Rite.
Nothing is recorded as having been translated into Chinese. 23
Given how much emphasis John ofMontecorvino placed on evangelizing the Mongols, a
ruling dynasty that was not native to China, it should come as no surprise that so little ofhis
mission survived past the expulsion of the Mongols from China in the fourteenth century.
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C'onelnslon
The first three Christian missions to operate in China left little in terms of lasting impact.

Both the Nestorians and the Franciscans devoted considerable time and effort to their respective
missions, but they did not engage the native Chinese and build a sizeable oative Christian
population that could survive the expulsion oftheir foreign missionaries. In :6wt, the Nestorians'
greatest accomplishments in the region came among the non-Chinese tribes of Mongolia and
nortban China, rather than among the Han Chinese the1111elves.

In the case of both latter missioos, the missionaries appear to have made a conscious
decision to focus their efforts on appeasing and gaining support from the rulers of China, rather
than on evangelizing the common people. In the case ofthe Nestorians, the rulers granted them
favors but did not theOllelves become Christian. In the case of the Fr1111Ciscans, the rulers
expressed interest in the fiuth and followed Genghis Khan's program of promoting religious
toleration, but the1111elves were a foreign dynasty and not originally native Chinese. In both
cases, dynastic upheavals caused the collapse ofthe mission.

In all ofthese missions, it is possible that any concerns with regard to the correct terms to
use in tnmslation were immediately addressed by the senior missionaries and accepted without
question by their subordinates and successors. John ofMontecorvino was consecrated bishop for
the express purpose ofgiving him greater authority over his mission, and during this period the
bishop's office was accorded great respect and honor within the Church. In all ofthese missions,
the senior missionaries' offices, coupled with experience, would have sufficed for their assistants
to accept their word.
AJthougb the Nestorians adopted m intriguing solution to the Term Question -

"Three-in-

Ono" and also bytnmsliteratingthe S}Tiac term into Chinese characters----this compromise was
not given a chance to catch on in the later missions. This was because knowledge ofthe
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Nestorian mission was lost until well after the beginning ofthe Jesuit mission and the evidence
for it was rejected by many Europem Protestants?' I can only speculate as to the effect on the
Chinese Term Controversy ifthe Nestorian sohrtion had been known and accepted by the later
missions. It is possible that they would have pointed to the Nestorians as historical precedent and
simply adopted their specific terms for the DaJDe of God;25 it is also poBBible that the later
missionaries would have rejected the Nestorians and their missionary efforts as heretical. and
refused to consider their terms as a coiq,romise.
Regardless, the Nestorian mission was lost to time and its ID.ODl1D'.ICllt buried UDtil after the
Chinese Term Controversy had begun in earnest in the Jesuit mission. Consequently, both the
Jesuits and the Protestants turned to different solutions to determine which Chinese term they
would use for God.

:M JamCIS Legge is a notable axcepticn. His 1ranslaticn of1hc Ncstorian stc1c and lccb.rc en its contents (sec
ncxe 4 above) offers sevaral cxmpclling argumcmts from himsclfmd ah.cir scholars infaver of the stelc' s
audunticity. As an additicmal. argument in faver oflhc mcnument's authenticity, iflhc Jesuits had fcrged it, I would
have cxpccted thmn to1111C enc oftheir own terms fer --ood" ("T'icn Cm" er "T'imj,rathm-than a 1nmslitmatcd
Syriac term.
25
Unfcrtunatcl.y, even this would n« entirely have fcrcstallcd 1hc Chinese TC1D1 Cmlrovcny. "Thrcc-inOnc" can be UICd as a name fer God, bJt it cannot be UICd in cvr:ryplacc that "gad" is
Far example, the First
Canmancncnt •yOU shall have no o1ha- Triune.n
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CHAPTER FOUR
THE JESUIT MISSION IN CHINA

History of the Mllllon
After the collapse of the earlier Franciscan mission to China, the Roman Catholic Church
did not make another attempt at mission work there for almost three hundred years. A number of
events and conditions in Europe prevented them, including the collapse ofMongol rule in China,

the Muslim control of most routes between Europe and East Asia, the great papal schism within
the church, and the threat of a Muslim invasion of Eastern Europe.1 It was not UD1il the middle of
the sixteenth century that mission work in China was brought back into the Europem

consciousneBB through the efforts ofFrancis Xavier, one ofthe original founders ofthe Society
of Jesus (more commonly known as the Jesuit Order)?
Xavier went to Japan to open a Jemit mission there in 1549.3 During his time in Japan,
however, he realized that the Chinese were the intellectual leaders of the Far East: the Japanese
"commonly asserted, that if the Christian religion was really the one true religion, it surely would
have been known to the intelligent Chinese and also accepted by them.,.. Because his mission in
Japan seemed to hinge on his ability to convert the Chinese, Xavier decided to stop at China on
the return journey to look into prospects for opening a mission there. At the Portuguese 1rading
1

Fer a more cxmpktc picb.rc of'1hc c:onditimsinBuropcthathindercd 1hc:resumptim ofmillim ~ in

China, acc, CJarbamicr, Chrimans in China: A.D. 600 to 2000, 123-6.
i The Jesuit Order WIii ibundcd in 1540 by Ignatius of Loyola, in part as a respcmc to 1hc Lulhcnn
Rofcrmation already underway in Germany and ncrdum Buropc.
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station of Shangcbuan, be mot with trader Diego Pereira and suggested to him the idea of
meeting the Chinese Emperor as part of a trade delegation, an idea which Pereira supported
With assistance :from both the Viceroy ofIndia and the Bishop of Goa, Xavier and Pereira
prepared the trade delegation with Pereira as its director.5 For the delegation to be successful, the
Governor General of Malacca needed to permit its departure. Unfortunately for Xavier, the
Governor, Alvares Taidio, disliked Pereira and refused to allow his ship to leave port. This was
despite Xavier's best efforts at flatteiy and conciliation, as well as threats ofpolitical and
ecclesiastical censure - which eventually led to his excommunication by Xavier.• When his
trade delegation plan failed, Xavier decided to enter China by any means possible, and
commissioned a Chinese trader to smuggle him into the couotry. His Portuguese friends advised
against this, and in the end his plan failed and be died of a fever on the island of Shangcbuan,
within sight ofCallton.7
Following Xavier's death, efforts by the Franciscan, Dominican, and Augustinian orders to
open missions in China mot with stiffresistance due to the political situation in Europe.
Following the exploration of both Africa and America by Spanish and Portuguese oavigatom,
Pope Alexander VI had negotiated the 1494 Treaty ofTordesillas between Spain and Portugal to
establish distinct spheres of influence for the two kingdoms with their known territories. This

had the later effect of dividing the newly-discovered, though not yet recognized, Americas
between them This treaty was followed in 1529 by the Treaty of Saragossa, which divided Asia

5
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between Spam amt Portugal• These spheres of influence guided not only the political and
economical disposition ofthe lands in question, but also the national, religious coloration oftheir
Catholicism. Spam amt Portugal were charged in these treaties with ensuring that missionaries be
sent to their newly-acquired lands in order to spread the filith among the inhabitants. This
arrangement often led to conflict between missionaries and the political and economic interests,
particularly in China, which was divided between Portugal on the west and Spain on the east. As
one example, a group of Franciscan missionaries (which included three Spaniards) was betrayed

to the Chinese authorities in Ouangzbou (Canton) by Portuguese merchants interested in
protecting their economic interests, leading to the missionaries' arrest, imprisonment, and
expulsion.'
Despite these fiillures, the Jesuits eventually succeeded in entering China under the
guidance of Father Alessandro VaJignani, llD Italian Jesuit who was appointed ''Visitor to the
Indies" for the Order.10 Valigoani understood that learning the Chinese language would be vital

to success in China, and brought in Michael Ruggieri (1.579) and Matteo Ricci (1.582) from the
Jesuit mission in India to begin language studies in Macao and await their opportunity to enter
the comd:ry.11
Ricci and Ruggieri made numerous attempts in 1.582 to secure permission to remain in
Canton and build a house and chapei but were rebuffed every time. 12 Their opportunity

1
Cl1arbcmni.cr, Chrutians in China: A.D. 600 to 2000,.128. Th.me 1reaties were claimed by the Pmugueae to
give then exclusive right of patralage in 1heir tmitcries, a policy known as 1he "Padroado."
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eventually came in 1583 when they were given permission to set up residence in Chaoch 'ing.13
While in Chaoch'ing. Ricci and Ruggieri met and began catechizing a local man. When they
were forced to leave the city they entrusted their altar to this new Christian until their return. On
their return they discovered that be had been worshiping at the altar and had placed a sign above
it with the name '"T'ien Chu," ''Lord of Heaven." Taking this as a sign, the Jesuits chose this title
as their term for the true God in Chinese.14
Ricci made a concerted effort to present Christianity in an intellectual way that would sway
the Mandarins. This led him to write his "catechism," '"The True Meaning ofthe Lord of Heaven
('"T'ien Chu'')," which was fint published in 1603. He wrote the "catechism." in a question-andanswer format, using the scenario of a Christian speaking with a Chinese Mandarin to explain the
Christian religion in terms that the Chinese would understand. He used conversations be had had
with Mandarins as the basis for parts ofthe book. AJthough it was termed a "catechism," the
purpose of this book was not to teach the Christian :faith as much as it was to introduce
Christianity into the intellectual climate of China and position Christianity as a fulfillment ofthe
tends of Confucianism 15

Due to his emphasis on Confucianism and presenting the Gospel to the Mandarins, Ricci

also became familiar with the various rites that the practice of Confucianism required of them
This specifically involved the "funeral rites" - homage paid to the ancestors - and the rites to
Confucius which were carried out regularly in the teq,les to his honor. In observing these rites
and conversing with the Mandarins themselves, Ricci determined that these rites did not
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cODStitute ancestors worship or worship of Confucius. Instead, he comidered them to be a form
of civic ceremony:
This practice of placing food upon the graves of the dead seems to be beyond any
charge of sacrilege and perhaps also free from any taint of superstition, because they
do not in any respect consider their ancestors to be gods, nor do they petition them for
anything or hope for anything from them However, for those who have accepted the
teachings of Christianity, it would seem much better to replace this custom with alms
for the poor and for the salvation of souls. 111

With the coming of each new moon and also at the time ofthe full moon, the
magistrates congregate in this temple [to Confucius], together with those ofthe
baccalaureate order, to do honor to their great master... This they do because by
means ofthese doctrines they acquired their literary degrees, and the coUDt.ty
acquired the excellent public civil authority invested in the magistracy. They do not
recite prayers to Confucius nor do they ask favon ofhim or expect help from him
They honor him only in the manner meotiom,d of honoring their respected dead.17
Based on this undemanding ofthe rites as civil ceremonies, the Jesuits, led by Ricci, permitted
the Mandarins who joined their mission to continue observing these rites as part oftheir civic
duty.
Following Ricci's death in 1610, a number ofnew missionaries and religious orders began
work in China. These new groups struggled to come to terms with the "compromises" which
Ricci had allowed: both the rites and the proper term for God.

Controvenlal. lllluee In the MWon

Early in their mission work, the Jesuits struggled to find an acceptable Chinese term to use
for God in Chinese. Due to the Jesuits' belief in natural revelation, Ricci originally cODBidered

''Shang Ti," ''Supreme Ruler," as a llllitable trans1ation for God because ''in the penon of Shang-
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ti or Lord on High, they believed they had found the traces ofthe early theism they were looking
for. " 11 Despite this potential connection, use of ''Shang Ti" raised concerns of syncretism within
the mission due to its previous usage as the name of the chief god in Taoism.11

Ricci also considered the Confucian term for the divine, "T'ieo," ''heaven." In the
Confucian tradition, "T'ien" was regarded as referring not only to heaven itsel( but to the one
above heaven who set heaven in its place. Despite its common usage, "T'ien" was considered to
be too impersonal to be used for God.20
As noted above, the problem was :6nally solved when Ricci and Ruggieri discovered their

catechumen worshipping God on their Christian altar using the D8D'.IC '"T'ien Chu."
Unfortunately, this was also a term used for a Chinese idoi but one obscure enough that only one
of his early converts recognized it as such. This was acceptable to Ricci and Ruggieri throughout
their service in China, ab:hough Ricci also accepted and used both ''Shang Ti" and "T'ien" at

various times. 21
The controveniy in the mission was not confined solely to the term for God, though that

was a significant part of it. The greater question for the Catholic missionaries, one whwh they
connected to the Chinese Term Controveniy and addressed •iruultaneo111ly, involved how their
converts should treat the Confucian rites. Both ofthese issues involved specific aspects of
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Chinese culture, and specifically the ways in which Coofucianism. could be accepted by the
Catholic Church. '"T'ien" and "Shmg Ti" were both terms used by Confucius for the divine; the
rites to Confucius and the ancestors ~ mandate,{ in the Confucian works.
AJthougb Ricci and the early Jesuit missionaries considered the rites to be purely civic in
nature and not connected to idol worship, this asseBBment was questioned, not only by members

ofthe other religious orders, but also by later Jesuit missionaries as well. Ricci's hand-picked
successor as superior of the Jesuit mission, Niccolo Longobardo, rejected all such compromise in
order to avoid confusion.21 Likewise, after the Franciscans and Dominicans were able to begin
mission work in China, some oftheir number denounced the Jesuits' compromises on these
issues. One, the Dominican Juan Bautista de Morales, "considered [the rites] as superstitious"

and developed a list oftwelve questions against them.:n He left the mission field in 1640 to
personally deliver both his questions and his assesmnent of the rites' religious nature to Pope
Innocent X, which he did in 1643. This ignited the so-called ''Rites Controversy'' in the Catholic
China missions.24

Raolu.tlon ofthe Controveny

On his arrival in Rome, Morales' documents were delivered to the Sacra Congregatio de
Propaganda Fide (''Sacred Congregation for the Propagation ofthe Faith''), a supervisory
agency founded in Rome in 1622 to organize and coordinate the missionary efforts ofthe various
religious orders operating throughout the world. Although the "Propaganda" did not send out its
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own missionaries, it exercised substantial authority over the missionaries. :u However, as this
controversy would demonstrate, the authority of Rome itself; which had been called into
question a centmy earlier during the Lutheran Reformation, was not as ahsohrte as previously.
Many missionaries would question the Propaganda's authority with regard to this specific

missionary question based on its lack of direct experience in China. Ecclesiastical supervison1
within China were not accorded the same honor and respect by the missionaries that their
predecesson1 in medieval Europe bad received from their priests before ecclesiastical authority
was called into question by the Reformation.
Spurred by Pope Innocent X, the Propaganda concurred with Morales' arguments and in
1645 issued inst.ructions to all Catholic missionaries at work. in China ordering the condemnation
ofthe rites.21 As soon as these instructions arrived, the Jesuit Martino Martini appealed the
decision to a different congregation, the "Roman Inquisition" or ''Holy Ofllce," arguing that the
rites were ceremonial and civic in nature and not religious. The Inquisition issued a decree
approved by Pope Alexander VII in 1656 that reversed the previous decree from the
Propaganda. The Propaganda then issued a modified set ofregulations in 1659 which

"emphasized the need for respecting local customs. ,a, These contradictory statements from
different Roman ofitces and popes created confusion among the missionaries, which was only
furthered in 1669 when the Inquisition issued a decree that both previous decrees were still in
effect. 'Ibey ''were to be observed 'according to the questions, circumstances, and everything set
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forth in them " di

Following these decrees, the missionaries worlcing in China ~ d to reach a
compromise position (to which all but the Dominic11111119 agreed), but the compromise was
ultimately reversed by Charles Maigrot de Crissey, the French Vicar Apostolic of Fujian
Province, in 1693. He issued mandates banning the use of'"T'ien" and "Shang Ti" among the
missionaries under his jurisdiction and forbidding Chinese Christians from participating in the
rites.311 Maigrot forwarded his mandates to Pope Innocent XII, who ordered the Inquisition to
reopen the matter in 1697.31
During this stage ofthe controveniy, the Jesuits in Beijing appealed to the Chinese

Emperor Kangxi, himself: to render an opinion as to the proper term to use for the true God, as
well as whether or not the rites are considered to be worship. With regard to the name for God,
the Emperor stated that '"T'ien" refers ''not to the visible heavens but to the Supreme Lord, the
creator and preserver of heaven and earth and all that is contained in them'.n With regard to the
rites, the Emperor declared them to be ''a purely civil and ethical ceremony, without religious
content."'" In their deliberations, however, the Inquisition ignored the Emperor's statements,
deeming them an inappropriate interference ofsecular authority in a religious matter.
Pope Clement XI issued a decree drafted by the Inquisition in 1704, superseding the
21
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previous attempts md declaring that it resolved the controversy. This decree declared '"T'ien

Chu" to be the only permissible name for God in the mission -

forbidding the use of 'Tien" or

''Shang Ti" - md forl>ade Chinese Christians from participating in the rites to Confucius and
ancestors. Only civil servants who were required to attend were permitted to be present for the
rites to Confucius without actively participating.34

The Pope dispatched Charles Maillard de Tournon in 1703 as a papal legate to deliver the
decree and emure that it was enforced. In part due to his own mistakes, his efforts at
implementing the decree (which he did not receive until 1706) were met with hostility from both
the Portuguese authorities and the ecclesiastical leadership in the region. Maillard chose Maigrot
as his ooUDSelor to help him understand Chinese literature md culture. This proved to be a poor
choice. During an interview with the Emperor in 1706, Maigrot demonstrated himself to have a
poorumterstanding of Confucius' works and the Chinese language. The Emperor explained to
Maigrot that 'Tien" actually refers to the "Lord of Heaven," but Maigrot refused to accept this

translation. In the end, Maigrot was exiled from China and returned to Europe.35
Following these interviews, the Emperor issued a decree in December 1706 requiring
missionaries to accept "the method of Matteo Ricci" (permit the Confucian rites) md agree to
remain in China for their entire lives. Simultaneously, Maillard made the 1704 decree from
Rome public and ordered all ofthe missionaries to abide by its decision. In response, the
Emperor ordered Maillard arrested md delivered to the Portuguese authorities in Macao, where
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ho ended his life under house arrest•
Subsequently, the Pope issued decrees in 1710 and 1715 approving ofMaillard's decisions
and binding all missionaries in China to them This included the prohibition on the Confucian
rites. Another papal legate anived in China in 1720 and attempted to soften some ofthe
requirements (without changing any of the previous wording), but his ''permissions" were
condemned by Pope Benedict XIV in 1742.37
Following the controversy, the Catholic mission filced persecution from Kangxi 's
successor, Yongzbeog, who strictly enforced his father's edicts against the Church, expanding
them to repress Christianity throughout the empire. Some missionaries were allowed to remain at
the imperial court as scientific advison; othelB continued to operate in the rural provinces. For
the most part the mission's work passed to native priests.
To this day, the Roman Catholic Church in China uses "T'ien Chu" as its name for God
Today, the term for Roman Catholicism in Chinese is ''T'ien Chu Chiao," ''Church ofthe Lord of
Heaven.,,. h is considered to be a separate religion from Protestant Christianity because of its
separate term for God.
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CHAPTER FIVE
PROTESTANT MISSIONS IN CHINA

Because ofthe multitude of Protestant denominations and mission societies which operated
in China between the inception of Protestant mission worlc. in 1807 and the closing of China to
foreign missionaries after the Communist revolution in 1949, this survey will focus on a broader
view of conditioos which affected mission work during these two centuries, primarily as they
concern the Chinese Term Controversy. I will highlight a few important figures and
organi7.atioos, but cannot by any meaos cover every person, organiz.ation, and event. Because the
Lutheran mission societies operating in China before 1913 participated in the Missionary
Conferences and thus were involved in the general Protestant resolution ofthe Chinese Term
Controversy, they will be included in this chapter.

Bhtory of the Mmlom

There are many reasons why Protestants did not begin mission work in China until several
centuries after the Catholic mission bad been established The initial contact between the
Protestant territories and China was on the part ofthe British and Dutch, both ofwhom were
primarily interested in China for economic and commercial reasons. For its part, the Chinese
government held the European powers at arm's length and only tolerated their presence in Macao
(which was controlled by Portugal) and Camon (during the annual ''trading season''). Because of
the Chinese government's disapproval of missionary activity, the British East India Trading

40

Company prohibited missionaries from sailing to China on any of its ships1 in the interest of
protecting its commerce. The Portuguese Catholic authorities at Macao were strongly opposed to
any Protestant missionary activity in their city. In addition to these factors, the Chinese

government also passed a law prohibiting native Chinese from teaching Mandarin to foreigners,
which made it difficult for missionaries to learn the language.
Robert Morrison, who became the first Protestant missionary in China, offered his services

to the London Missionary Society in 1804 with the intention of serving in China.2 While waiting
for a respODBe from the Society, Morrison began studying the language with Sam-tuk, a Chinese

man living in London.' In 1805 the London Missionary Society decided to accept Morrison's
services and start preparation to open a mission in China. Due to the abovementioned
circumstances, the Society decided to focus most of its efforts on Chinese expatriates livmg on
the islands under European control in Southeast Asia.4 After searching for another missionary to

join Morrison, the Society eventually sent him alone in 1807 byway ofNew York.' He spent his
first two years livmg in hiding. altcrnating between Canton and Macao while completing his

language studies under the tutelage of two Chinese Catholics.• After a little over a year in the
mission field, in 1809 Morrison was offered the position of"Chinese Secretary and Translator to
the English Factory in China" by the East India Trading Company,7 a position which secured his

place in the coumry during the official tramng season and allowed him opportunities to travel as
1
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far as Beijing as part of trade delegations. AJtbough his official duties occupied much of his time,
Morrison still focused as much effort as possible on his missionary activities.
Morrison and his later associates did not see much in the way ofnumerical growth during

this early period: Morrison did not baptize his first convert UDtil 1814,1 and in their fint twentyfive -years they only baptized a total often people. Rather than focus on preaching. the
missionaries focused most oftheir effort on literary pursuits, primarily translating the Bible. The

first Chinese New Testament, Marsbman's, was completed in 1811, ahhough it was crude and
not widely circulated' Morrison completed his translation ofthe whole Bible in 1819 with

assistance :from William Milne, who had been sent by the London Missionary Society in 1813.
Because the Portuguese prohibited Milne :from remaining in Macao, he toured the islands before
settling in Malacca to open a mission there. He was later joined by a printer, Waher Hemy
Medhunrt, who printed their tracts and books.10 Morrison's Bible was widely distnbuted among
the Chinese people living on the islands, as well as on the main)and. 11

During this early period other mission societies sent worbrs to Southeast Asia, but only a
handful succeeded in entering mainland China at this time. 12 The American Board of
Commissioners for Foreign Missions sent the first medical missionary to China, Peter Paker, in
1834.0 The first Lutheran missionary to work in China, Karl F. Giltzlaff; arrived in 1831 as an
independent missionary (having originally been sent to Java by the Dutch Missionary Society in

1
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1823) and made tours along the coast, distributing literature wherever he stopped14 OOtzlaff
recruited scores of native Chinese workers to expand his literature distribution ftom Hong Kong
throughout the country ( albeit with questionable success15). More than his innovative use of

native workers to distribute literature, OOtzlaff's primary contribution to mission work in China
came :from his advocacy for Chinese missions in Europe. This led to the founding of new
mission societies as well as the sending of missionaries bythe Basel Missionary Society and
Rhenish Missionary Society to assist OOtzlaff's work in Hong Kong. Because of the inhospitable
conditions on the mainland, most early missionaries confined their efforts to Canton, Macao,
Hong Kong. and the islands.
All of this changed in the 1840s. The strained relations between China and the European
powers, caused by the restrictions the Chinese government placed on 1rade, led to a war between
Great Britain and China that lasted ftom 1839 to 1842. Following the British victory, Britain,

America, and France negotiated treaties with China which opened the country up for trade. The
provisions ofthe treaties included the opening of five "treaty ports" - Canton, Amoy, Foochow,
Niogpo, and Shanghai - for permanent foreign residence, as well as additional protections for
foreigners in China. Although most ofthe country was still ostensibly off limits to foreign
missionaries, the five treaty ports greatly expanded the possibilities for missionary activity in
China and offered bases for missionaries to expand into the surrounding regions.11 Furthermore,

the Frem:h envoy secured edicts permitting Chinese Christians, :6nt Catholics in 1844 and then
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Protestants in 1846, to practice their religion without threat of penecution.17 Consequently, with
seven cities now available for missionary activity (the five treaty ports, Macao, and Hong Kong),
many more Protestant missionaries and mission societies began to work in China during the

following decade.
Ten years after the first round oftreaties, dissatis:fiu:tion on the part of both the European
powen and China regarding the outcome ofthe previous war created tension which sparlced
renewed hostilities when Chinese authorities assaulted a Hong Kong-registered ship. 11 Following
this second war, in which Britain and France defeated China in 1856-1860, the western powen
(Britam, France, Russia, and the United States) exacted new 1reaties :from China. Tho 1reaties of

1858-1860 (followed within the decade by treaties with other European nations) opened eight
additional ports to foreigners, allowed missionaries to travel into the interior ofthe country,
allowed missiom to purchase property and build churches, and ensured :freedom ofreligion for
Chinese Christians." Both the Western governments and Chinese government were hesitant to
enforce certain clauses in the 1reaties, particularly with regard to protecting the rights of
missionaries, but the 1reaties still allowed major expansion ofmissionary activity in China,
primarily by allowing missionaries to travel throughout the country and purchase property.
Many new mission societies were formed and sent missionaries in the second half of the

nineteenth century after the treaties of 1858-1860 opened China up to further missionary work.
Tho most inflwmtial ofthese was certainly the China Inland Mission. James Hudson Taylor, a

former missionary ofthe Chinese Evmigelization Society, founded the China Inland Mission in
1866 for the express purpose of expanding Protestant mission work in China into all the
17
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provinces which did not already have Protestant missionaries living in them211 Taylor organized
the society in a radically-different manner than other mission societies. Instead of a ''home
board" in England, the China Inland Mission was nm by a director and advisory board of
experienced missionaries, all of whom were at the time serving in China. Instead of founding
distinct Christian communities, the China Jnland Mission's stated purpose was simply to preach
the Gospel to as many people as possible. Rather than operating under the aegis of a specific
denomination, the China Inland Mission acted as an ''undenominational" sending board,
employing memben of many different denominations. The China Jnland Mission also avoided
competition with denominational societies by opening their mission stations in cities without
active Protestant missions and leaving when other mission societies arrived n By the time of
Taylor's death in 1905, the China Jnland Mission had 828 missionaries living in the counby and

there were Protestant missionaries in all eighteen Chinese provinces as well as Mongolia and
Manchuria.D
Scandinavian Lutheran missionaries began to operate in China in 1890, sent by the
Swedish Evangelical Missionary Covenant of America, Swedish Missionary Union, and what
became known as the American Lutheran Mission (a body of Norwegian Lutheran churches in
America). These were followed by the Norwegian Lutheran China Mission Association ( of
Norway) in 1891. All four Scandinavian Lutheran groups chose to work in Hupeh.23 By 1907,

there were at least twenty different Lutheran missionary groups operating in China.J4 During the
211
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1907 Centenary Missionary Conference, all the Lutb«m groups then operating in China mm to
discuss a united effort at mission work in the coum:ry. This meeting led to four distinct results:
the agreement to use "Xinyi" (''Faith Righteousness'') as a 1rmslation for "Lutheran," the
creation ofthe Union Lutheran Conference (which would meet in 1908), the founding of a joint
theological seminary (the Lutheran Theological Seminary, ''Xinyi Shemmeyuan," in Shekou was
founded in 1913), md the eventual creation ofthe Lutherm Church of China in 1920.:as

As with the Jesuit missionaries before them, the Chinese Tenn Controversy among the
Protestant missionaries also expanded to encompass more than the correct term for God. This
time, the Chinese Term Controversy focused on three primary loci, all connected to linguistic
questions regarding translation. In the first place, of course, the missionaries disagreed on the
correct translation for God The second area of disagreement, which would be treated together
with the first in every compromise attempt, regarded the correct 1rmslation of Spirit. The third,
and most explicitly doctrinally-driven ofthe three (though also quickest to be resolved), was how

to translate baptism.
Both ofthe earliest translations ofthe Bible -

Marshman and Morrison -

used the term

''Shen" for God and ''Sheng Feng" for Holy Spirit. Manhman used "Chan" for baptism, which
connotes immersion (leading to his translation's continuing usage among Baptist missionaries),
while Morrison used "Hsi," a ''more neutral" ternr' which means ''wash.,a7
The rapid expansion in missionary effort following the opening ofthe treaty ports created
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opportunities for cooperation between the various English, Ammican, and Continental mission
societies, though the only area in which there was concerted effort at cooperation was in the
realm of translation. This joint venture began when several mission societies met in Hong Kong

in 1843 to plan and carry out a united transJation ofthe Bible into Chinese. The missionaries
preBCDt agreed that they needed to use the same term for God and that all their best scholan had

to be involved in the translation process.28 This insistence on term agreement caused the effort at
a united Bible transJation to stall early on due to disagreements regarding three transJation
questions. In the first place, the Baptists insisted on a term for baptism that would specify
''immersion" (Marshman's ''Chan'') which the other societies opposed, though in the end the
societies agreed to create a single transJation which would only differ in that term.• When the
committee met in Rhanghai in 1847, the biggest area ofdisagreement was over the terms to use

for God and Holy Spirit. They were unable to settle on a. comptomise term, so they left God
untranslated and allowed the societies to fill in whichever term they preferred for their own
printings.,a
Some Protestants chose to follow the Catholic example and use '"T'ien Chu" for God, such
as the American Episcopal Samuel Schereschewsky and the Anglican Burdon. When Burdon
became Bishop of Hong Kong, he insisted on the use of'"T'ien Chu," leading to an appeal by the
Chinese Christians to the Archbishop of Canterbury, who did not reach a good resohrtion.31 Other

terms proposed include ''Chen Shen'G ('"True Spirit'1113), ''Shang Chu" (''Supreme Lord'') and
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''T'ien Shen" ("God ofHeaven'').34 A large number of missionaries, including Olltzlaff(and
Momson, 1ater in life35), preferred ''Shang Ti" for the true God and "Shen" for :fii.lse gods.•
AJtbough otba- terms were proposed and used by various Protestant missionaries, by general
cODSensus they finally settled on eitba' ''Shen" or ''Sbang Ti" for the true God. The Americ8118
(American Bible Society) generally preferred ''Shen," while the British (British aod Foreign
Bible Society) generally preferred ''Sbang Ti,,n
As we have already seen, many ofthe arguments in the controversy focused on the

translation of''Sbang Ti" and ''Shen." Some argued that ''Sbang Ti'' was a generic title; otbeni
argued that it was a ll8IDC for an idol like Dagon or Thor, whilo ''Shen" was the generic term for
the divine. Others argued that ''Shang Ti" conveyed the personal nature of God whilo ''Shen"
was too generic to convey anything about God.
In addition to forces within the missionary community, the Chinese Term Controversy was
also affected by the political uprising called the T'ai P'ing Rebellion. This rebellion lasted from
1848 until it was finally crushed by imperial troops in 1864, and devastated several southern
provinces, even threatening Shanghai before its suppression.
Hung Hsiu-ch'Qan, founder and leader ofthe T'ai P'ing Rebellion, came into contact with a
Christian pamphlet, "Good Words Exhorting the Age," which influenced his 1ater spiritual
31
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''awabning," and led his supporters to foumt a semi-Christian religious sect called '7he Society
ofthe Worshipers ofShang Ti.'• Early on, some Christian missionaries considered the T'ai
P'ing Rebellion to be a positive influence on the country and hoped it wouJd become a Christian
Empire which couJd use imperial might to spread 1he faith in China. However, the missionaries
quickly realized that this wu not to be so, u interviews with Hung and his supporters revealed

that his belief system went far beyond Christianity, including a belief that be was the younger
brother of Jesus and bad himselfreceived a special revelation directly from "Sbang Ti"
Nevertheless, due to the clear -

albeit muddled and synaetistic -

Christian influences (though

it wu DOver truly Christian by nature) on Hung's spiritual awakening. the Rebellion stirred up
anti-Christian sentiment among Chinese officials.•
With regard to the translation of Holy Spirit, some ofthe ''Sbang Ti" advocates proposed

the use of ''Bhen" for spirit, though this translation wu open to misinterpretation by the native
spealcers.40 As noted above, both Marshman and Morrison used ''Sheng Feng" for Holy Spirit in

their initial translations, but many later translators preferred ''Sheng Ling.,,a

Raolu.tlon ofthe Controveny
The initial respome ofthe missionaries involved in the 1843 union Bible translation to the
controVCIBy was simply to ignore it. Thanks to the use of moveable type in the printing process,

the typesetters couJd create multiple versions of the same work which only varied by a few
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characters. Because all ofthe terms involved in the controversy were only om, or two Chinese
characters long. the Bibles could be identical in every other respect in terms of printing.
Consequently, the Baptists could print their own vCIBion ofthe translation using ''Chan"
(''immersion'') for baptism while the other missionaries used ''Hsi',cz SimiJarly, in 1850 the
controversy over the term for God could be referred to the individual Bible Societies to
determine which term each would use, with the original type blocks leaving two spaces in each
place so either ''Shang Ti'' (two characters) or "Shen" (one character) could be utilized41 At this
time, the American Bible Society chose to use ''Shen" for "God," while the British and Foreign
Bible Society chose ''Shang Ti" Both Bible socwties, however, agreed to print however many
copies were necessary with any term the missionaries requested.
Because ofthe Protestant reliance on individual scripture reading over tradition and over
the authority ofecclesiastical leadCIB, compromises reached by one mission could not be
expected to automatically be taken up by other missions. Writings by leading missionaries could
carry some added weight in the missionaries' conversations, but every missionary relied on his
own reading and his own study to 8118Wer the Chinese Term Controversy for himself
With the massive explosion ofProtestant mission worlc. in China during the second half of
the nineteenth century (following the 1860 treaties), there was a commensurate rise in attempts at
inter-missionary cooperation in China. This led to the missionary conferences in Shanghai in
1877 and 1890. The tint oftbese (attended by 142 missionaries) tabled discussion ofthe Term
Question in orderto focus on other issues - education, medical work, literature, rites for

ancestors, opium, missionary methods, membCIBhip standards, and creating self-sufficient
42
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Chinese churches. 44 The comenmce in 1890 (attended by 445 missionaries) focused primarily on
missionary methods. At this conference, ''The harmony is said to have been marked, even on the

term question. "4S
According to Latourette,411 the Chinese Term Comroverlly ''passed into the background" in
the early 1900s as the majority of missionaries in the field agreed to the following compromise
adopted at the 1904 Missionary Conference:
That it is the opinion ofthis Conference that the time bas come to unite in the use of
- Sheng-Ling for Holy Spirit, - Shang-Di to designate definitely the Supreme
Being, while Shen i, rued as the generic term for God, all missionaries to be left :free
to employ such terms as they see fit in preaching.47
''Shen" was used as the generic term for god (both the true God and false gods), while ''Shang
Ti" was reserved exclusively for the true God.• The conlroversy regarding the translation of
Spirit, which was never as divisive as that regarding God, was settled in fawr of "Ling."
Variations of expressions and terms continued afterward, with a minority ofmissionaries
refusing to use the comp omise ''Union Term Bibles" and preferring the ''Shen Bibles" that were

still being printed, 411 but younger missionaries were not interested in continuing the debate.50
By the centennial. ofthe mission, the Protestant missionaries and believers had agreed on
the interchangeable use of''Shen" and ''Shang Ti," which became their distinguishing marlc.
during the nationalmtion ofthe Church following the Communist uprising. This resulted in two
nationally-sanctioned Christian churches in China: The Catholic Church, which uses '"T'ien
44
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Chu," and the Protestant 1bree-Self Church, which uses ''Shen" and ''Sbang Ti" However,

because they use different terms for God, the Chinese government and people consider them to
be separate religions, an unfortunate consequence ofthe Chinese Term Controversy which
persists to this day.
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CIIAPTERSIX
THE MISSOURI EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHINA MISSION

llhtory of the Milldon1

The key figure behind the Missouri Evangelical Lutheran China Mission, MELCM,2 was
Edward Louis Arndt. Arndt was born in 1867 in Germany, but moved to the United States at an
early age. He stwtied for the ministry at Concordia College in Fort Wayne and Concordia
1 Sane of the infcrmation in 1hia dlaptcr can also be fmmd in the a1~1.1r'1 publiahed article "Missians in
Miaawri: The Story ofFrcdcrick Brand," Concordia Historical lnmtut. Quart,,iy 87:1 (Spring 2014): 41-65 and
87:2 (Summer 2014): 9-20.
2
Dr. Ray Ar1h1.r Suelflow, a fcrmc:r missimary to China who served in the Missouri Synod missien (19461949). wnte his Hl.D. duscmtian at the Univcnity ofWisccnsin en thehistay of the Missouri Synod China
mission. Ho fOCWICI his study en the ccnditi.cm wi1hin Cl1ina lhat ccn1ributed to the "debacle ofthe Cl1listian
mission entc:rprile in Cluna" which •w centuries of caiccrted effort seemingly-erased whm the Communist
pemmcnt expelled all faeign missimaries in 1949-1952 These political and cultural. ccnditi.cm, including the
demand of "mdratmritoriality,• the furc:ed opming of the treaty pcm. so-called "gunbcBt diplanacy,• and the
1111101:iatien of the missimaries with the mreign cncroadunenlll of Chinese indepcmdmce all ccn1ributed to a deep
seated mis1rust ofthe missicnaries by the Orinese.

After iroricling a lriefbackground ofprevi0111 Chriatisn missionary effmts in China, specifically ofthe
Jesuits and aher Proteslan.13, the majcrity of Sue1flow's papar is elevcud to the histay of the Missouri Synod
mission. Ho begins with the histay of Amdt's fuunding and the Synod's decisien to tab over the mission, as well
as the ensuing fru:tien between the Board of Foreign Milli.ens in St. Louis and the missicnaries an the ground in
China, particularly with regard to coopcntien with a:hc:r Lut1unn missicnaries and ll0Cieties operating in Cuna. In
surveying the histay ofthe missicn, Sue1flow mnphasizllll the political, financial, and sociological ccnditi.cns wi1hin
which the missicnaries operated. Suelflow cmcl.udes lhat the reascn the Missouri Synod missien failed was beca111e
its leadmahi.p was left behind by the tide ofmodernism at hane and atrald and failed to make cmn.ecticns with any
ahcr mission bodies fer mutual upbuilding and suppmt.

Suelflow does address the Chinese Term Ca!.troversy (89--94). placing it wi1hin the ccntext afthe larger
questien afhow Cliristiani.ty and the Chinese culture can intmict. In Suelflow's opinicn, the Jesuit missionaries'
elevated view ofthe Chinese culture, including a belief that the ancient Chinese wanbi.ped the true God, led 1hmn to
accept many elmnents of the culture without qualificatien; their later colleagues held a sharply difl"crcnl view of the
Chinese culture. The ccntroversy amaig the Lulherana, in Suelilow's estimaticn, did not go to the mdnmes of the
Jesuits with regard to the view of Chinese culture, but instead f0C111ed heavily en the question of cenvcnien and the
role of God alone in converting people to faith. Cauequmtly, many ofthe malt: ccnservative Lulhc:ran missionaries
rejected even the polSibility that the Chinese cwld have had any ccnceptien of the true God based en natural
knowledge. However, fur1hc:r disculsien of the Chinese Tarm Ccntroversy would cnly tab place wi1hin the ccmaxt
of the broader political conditicns of China during the 1920s, particularly the vari0111 civil Wlll'II and infighting
amaig the warlords CBUSed by the lack of llrong c:ermal aulharity in Ray Ar1h1.r Suelflow, "The Missim Entaprise
of the Lulhc:ran Cmrdi-Misaouri Synod in Mainland Cl1ina 1913--1952" (Fh.D. diss., University of Wisconsin,
1971).
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Seminary in St. Louis, and was ordained to the ministry in 1885. He served a congregation in
Saginaw, Michigan, uutil he was called to teach science at Concordia College in St. Paul,
Minnesota,3 a position he held uutil his suspension during the 1908--1909 school year,4 which
resuhed in his eventual dismissal in 1911.'
While Arndt was coping with the loss of his teaching position, he came into contact with
Rev. and Mrs. William Edwin&, missionaries serving in China under the auspices ofthe
Augustan& Lutheran China Mission while they were on furlough in St. Paul' This encounter

ignited a passion in Arndt for mission work in China. Following the Synod's 1911 Convention
he petitioned the Missouri Synod's Board of Foreign Missions to open a new mission in China
with him as the first missionary. When the Board rejected his proposal, Arndt took the
unconventional (for the confessional Lutheran synods in America at the time) step of raising
support for an independent mission society by selling two collections of sermons, one each in
German and English, and gathering additional pledges of financial support. With funding in

place, Arndt began publishing a periodical he called theMia&ion,brie[e in 1912 to bring his
meuage to the full Synodical Conference. 7 Thanks to these efforts, pledges of funding and

3

Richard Hmry Meym-, "The Misaairi. Evmigelical Lulhcnn Missi.an in Clrina" (MA dill!., Washingtm
Univcnity, 1948). 1.
4
Aindt evidently struggled to maintain discipline in the clallll'oam, which WIii campamded because he did
ms teach a reqwred class. Arndt, m overly-strict disciplinarian, 1ried to expel a couple of unruly boys f<r their
disruptive behavi<r, but me ar two were sms of pranirumt Synodical ofliccn. Arndt was suspended in part because
he insisted an pursuing disciplinary acticn against them, in spite their lilthcn' "request" that 1he matter be dropped. I
have not fuund my IOUl'CeS to indicate who the boys ar their liltrun ware.

' F. Dean, Lueking, Mmion in fM Making: Tit. Mmiona,y F.nt.rpri&I Among MiD1llri Synodl..idh.ram,
1846-1963 (St Lauia: Concordia, 1964). 236; Albert Herbert Ziegler, Biographical Satchu (Marianna: [s.n],
1981). 1.

'Lueking.Mmion in tJ.Making: TMMmiona,yEnt.rprinAmongMmovri Synodl..idh.raM, 1846-1963,
236.
7
The Synodical Confermce was a cooperative venture undatakm by ocnfessicmal Lulhcnn synods in Nd
America which engaged in llharedmissi.cns, especially ammg c:x:..Javes in the American South.
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support cam, in from members of all the cODBtitwmt synods ofthe Synodical Conference.•
The result of Arndt's work was the drafting of a constitution and the organization of the

''Evangeliche-Lutherische Missionsgesellschaft tbr Heidenmission in China'' ("Evangelical
Lutheran Mission Society for Foreign-Missions in China") on May 1, 1912, which called Arndt
as its first missionary.' Arndt was commissioned on July 14, 1912, but waited the rest ofthe year
for the society to find a second missionary to accompany him. The society extended calls to two

other pastors, but neither accepted the call Rather than wait umil a second missionary could be
found, Arndt and his family left for China alone, embuking on a steamer from Seattle on
January 28, 1913.10
Arndt chose to open his first mission station in Hank.ow, which he reached on March 3,
1913. A second missionary, Ehrhardt Riedel, did not enter the mission field until 1916. The
society itself continued to receive strong financial support from the mission society's members
during these first four }'e8rB of its existence.11 Despite the society's stable financial situation, it
still struggled to find another pastor who would accept its call into the mission field.
The question of why pastors were unwilling to accept calls from the Evangelical Lutheran

Miasion Society for Foreign-Missions in China ties closely to the church polity which influenced
the resohrtion ofthe Chinese Term Controversy within the mission. Richard Hemy Meyer, a
former Missouri Synod missionary in China, notes that ''worbrs were not forthcoming [for the

1

Lucking.Mmim in ,,_Making: TM.Mmiona,y EnarpMA."""ff Mmouri SynodLMIMrr,u, 1846-1963,

237.
'Lucking.Mmim in ,,_Making: TM.Mmiona,yEnarpru.A."""ffMmmlri SynodLMIMrr,u, 1846-1963,
233-4.
10

11

~.

"The Misscmi. Evangelical Luthmmt Mi&lim in Cllina," 2.

~.

"The Misscmi. Evangelical Luthmmt Mi&lim in Cllina," 4.
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China mission] cu long cu there was no official recognition. ' 012 According to him, pastors were
not accepting the call because they did not know whether a call coming :from a

mtssionsgesellschaft ("mission society'') rather than a ktrche ("church'') held authority. They
believed that the call would only be valid if it came :from the Synod's Board of Foreign Missions,

rather than an independent group such as a mission society. This strong reliance on the hierarchy
guided the actio111 of both the missionaries and the Synod members when the missionaries' terms

for God were called into question. 1'

1be lack of missionaries forced the society to turn over its assets and work to the Synodical
Coofereoce at its 1916 meeting. 1be Synodical Conference deferred on making a decision
whether to accept this responsibility until its next meeting, and in the interim. referred the matter
to the individual synods and districts to seek their recommendations. Prior to the Missouri

Synod's 1917 convention, the subcommittee of their Board ofForeign Missions discussed the
matter on May 15 and requested that Ludwig Fuerbringer (a professor at Concordia Seminary

and member ofthe Board of Foreign Missions) draft theses regarding the proposal. Fuerbringer
presented these theses at the subsequent meeting on May 22:
1. Our committee holds on this matter, that in any case the formation of a new

foreign mission should be undertakm not by a private society, but rather by a
church body.

12

~ . "The

Misscmi. Evangelical Lutrunn Mimicn in Cllina," 4, emphasis added.

13

This questicn of authari1y in the Cliina missicn belmys a smprising dichotany within Misscmi Synod
thaight: Althaugh the Synod practices ccmgregatiamlist polity in America, this does not 1ranslate mtirely to the
mission field. The missianarim are placed in the field by the Synod (mdm-the auspices of a synodical Baird), and
their movements (with~ to staticm) are regulated by the Misai.cmary Confc:rencc (which is a body cmsisting of
the missicnaics themaclvcs voting on the dirccticn fbr the mission subject to BOBrd approval). Early in the
mission's histay there are no ccmgregations in the lraditicnal SCDlllC; Cluncac believers are aganizcd into "preaching
staticns" and have little vci.ce in the e.clians ofthe missicn. Far this reascn the Board of Foreign Missions tabs a
much larger role in the governance of the Cliina missicn than the Districts and Synod do in the governance of
Ammican cangregaticns. See Suelflow, "The Miasicn Bntmime of the Lutheran Church-Misscmi. Synod in
Mainland Cliina 1913--1952," 70.
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2. The foreign mission in China has indeed been called into life in another way,
but it exista now and is offered by the society which manages it to the
Synodical Conference to tab it over. Our committee holds in this regard that
a church body should tab over this mission.
3. Should the body follow the conviction of our committee, the one to tab over
the foreign mission in China is not the Synodical Conference, but rather one
ofthe constituent synods ofthe Synodical Conference because:
a. The assembly ofthe Synodical Conference consists ofrelatively small
meetings, while it is in the interest of a mission iftheir affairs can be
deliberated and settled in a larger meeting.
b. The delegates to the Synodical Conference change almost constantly
while it is in the interest of a mission iftheir affairs are managed by a
representative and larger number of standing members at the existing
meeting.
c. The experience with the black [ex-slave] mission shows that the
management of a mission and the maintenance of the same eBSeotially
falls upon one ofthe constituent synods of the Synodical Conference.
d. It does not appear advisable that within the Synodical Conference two
foreign missions should be standing next to each other, of which the
one is maintained and managed by the Synodical Conference and the
other by one oftheir synods.
4. Both the General Synod of Wisconsin, Minnesota, Michigan, and other States,
and the Synod of Missouri, Ohio, and other States were commended to
consider taking over the foreign mission in China. Our committee is fully
agreeable with it, ifthe Synod of Wisconsin, etc. tabs over and manages the
China mission.
5. Should the Synod ofWisconsin, etc. not be able to or willing to tab over the
foreign mission in China, then the committee approves ofthis, that the Synod
of Missouri, etc. tab it over. It holds for this that in that case two different
Boards for Foreign Mission, the one for India and the other for China, should
not be used. Instead there should only be one Board in composition by which
both mission fields' accounts should be carried14

14
"[V1:n111111mlung des Kanmilsi.m filr Heidmmi.ssim: 20. Juli, 1915 - 2ltm April, 1919]," trens. Chris
Vaislc:r, 88--9, "Baud fer Wcrld Missims Supp X, Bm 13A," Ccnccrdia Histcrical. Jmti.tute:

1.

Unscre Kammissi.m haelt dafw:r, class die Grwndung einer newn Heidmmissi.m injedmn Falle nicht
vm einm' Privatgmelbchaft, smdmn van einer kirdilichm Kompcnchaft mtanammm wmdm. 1CJ1lte.

2. Die Heidmmi.ssim in Cllina ilt zwar in anderer Weise ins Leben gerufen wcrden, aber sie besteht nm
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Sigoificamly, Fuerbringer does not offer a justification for the nccessity of synodical
oversight for foreign missions; he assumes it is essential Instead ofdebating that matter, he
devotes his effort to demonstrating that it is in the mission's best interests for a single synod to

tab over, rather than the Synodical Conference as a whole.
Along with Fuerbringer's theses and the Board of Foreign Mission's recommendations, the
Synodical Conference resolution was referred to a committee at the Missouri Synod's 1917
convention. Using similar wording to Fuerbringer's theses, this committee proposed that the
Missouri Synod tab over the China mission. The Synod Convention adopted the proposal as
follows:

und wird vm der Gelellachaft, die sie betreibt, der Synodalkonferenz zir Uebemahme angetragen.
Unsere Kammissi.m hae1t dafw:r, du aeiru: k:irdili.che Komperschafl dime Milsim uebemehmcn
sollte.
3. Nach der Ueberzeugung umerer Kammissi.m sollte die Komperschaft, die die Heidenmissi.m in Cliina
uebemimmt, nicht die Synadalkmfmenz, IICDdan eine da- die Synodalkmfarenz bildendcn Synoden
sein. Denn
a. Die Vcnmnmlung da- Synodallmnfercn sind vmhaellnismeessig ldein.e Vcnmnmlungen,
waehrcnd es im lnta'ellle einer Milsim ist, wmm ihre Angelegenhe:itm vm einer groesseren
Vcnmnmlung beratm und erledigt wm-dm.
b. Die Delegatm mr Synodalkmferenz wechaeln fast bestaendig waehrend es im Jntereue einer
Milsim ist, wmm ihre Ange1egenheitcn vm einer rqraesanlativcn und BUS einer groeueren
An7.ahl stehcnda' Glieder bestehendm Vcnmnmlq behandelt wird.

c.

Die Brfahrung mit der Negennimim zimgt, dus die Leitung einer Mimi.en und die Eihaltung
derselben doch hauptlaechlid1 einer der die Synodalkanferen bildendm Synoden zufiiellt

d

Es enchein1 nicht gemtcn, dus inru:rhalb der Synodalkmferenz zwei Hei.dmunissicnen neben

einanda- bestehen, vm dcnen die eine van da- Synodalkaifert:m. die anda-e vm einer ihraSynoden mhaltm und belrieben wird.
4. Die beidm filer die Uebemahme dtr Heidmmissim in Cliina in Betracht kommendm. Synodm sind
die Allgemeine Synode van Wilconsin, Minnesota, Michigan u a. Staatcn, oder die Synode vm
MiaKmi, Ohio u a. Staaten. Umiere Kammissi.an ist vallstamulig damit einvcn1Bndcn, wmm die
Synode vm WIIC. etc. die Cllinamissi.m uebemimmt und betre:ilil
5.

Sollte die Synode vm Wilcmsin etc. die Hei.denmissi.m in Cliina nicht uebmmhmcn koennm oder
wall.en, so ist die Kammimim dafuer, dau die Synode vm Milllouri etc. sie uebemimmt Sie haelt
dafuer, dau dann nicht zwei venichiedme Kcmmissicnen filer Heidmmissi.cm, die eine filer Indien, die
anda-e fua' Cltina, eingesetzt werdm solltcn, IICDdan nm eim,, bei deren 1.usammensetzung aber
beicJm Missicmsfeldem:Rmmung gelragcn werdm IClllte.
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In referring to this matter we cannot refrain from pointing out that in our circles and
in our circumstam:es it is not wise and does not serve the whole matter ifa private
society begins a new mission to the heathen, as is apparent in the mission referred to,
which was activated in this manner.
But since this mission now exists and in our opinion should be taken over by an
ecclesiastical body...

therefore we recommend ... that the s:ynod declare its willingm,ss to tab over the
China mission if it is offered to us.u
Because the S:ynod cODBidered the existence of a mission outside the authority of a church body
to be unwise, the convention chose to tab over the China mission if the mission society
presented it to them The mission society's committee made the offer on August 4, 1917, 11 and

the S:ynod accepted on September 2, 1917.17 This put an end to the controversy regarding
authority over the China mission, although this question of authority would be crucial to the

resohJtion ofthe later controversy.
After the mission was placed under the control ofthe Missouri S:ynod's Board of Foreign

Missions,11 it experienced immediate e:xp8118ion as new missionaries entered the field and the
number of mission stations increased be}'ond Hankow. The call which the Society had extended
prior to its dissohJtion to Candidate Lawrence Meyer was "ratified" by the Board ofForeign

u MilllWri Synod, Prouldinp, 1917, 83; in Carl S. Meyer, ed., M<Ning Fronturs: luadinga in tM Hutory
ofTh, LMtlwran Ch,ur;h-MU801Ui Synod (St Louis: Cauxrdia, 1964), 307--8.

m

11
Die Kommission dcr ev.-ludt. MiaiamgesclllC:haft
Hcidanmissicn in Cuna, New Ulm, Minn., to
Friodrich Pfbtanhaua-, Cl1icago, 4 Aug. 1917, "(Cluna) Beard Comspcndmce- 1920," "Synodical Missicn Boards,
Fareign.MiaicnBoard, Suppl. III, Bax No. 10."

17
Fricdridi Pfbtcmhsucr, "'Die MimwriJynoc1c Obcmimmt die Miaicn dcr Bv.-Ludt. Missicmgeacllschaft tnr
Hcidanmissicn in Cuna," [s.n.], 2 Septambar 1917.
11

The MilllWri Synod had multiple missiona beards at 1hia time, including (in 1917) aeparatc beards fa
"Hane Missicns in North Amcric:a," military chaplaina, immigrantmissiatS, dcafmillicns, "Fcrcign-tmguc
missiona" in Amcric:a, and missicns amaig Gamm immigrants outsidc Na1h Amcric:a, Jowiah milllicns in New
Yak Cey, and American Indian missicns. The Board ofFcreign Musi.ens was specifically responsible fa missicns
amaig nm-Gamm apcabn outside the United States. At. lhia time the cnly a:hc:r field in which it operated was the
IIOUthmnpartoflndia, which theMilllWl'i Synodcnta'Cdin 1879. Siru:c lhiatimethemultitude ofboardshas
undmgcnc rccrganimtians which evcntlBlly ccndmaed Ihm! dawn into two offices in 2010.
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Missions and accepted by Meyer following the 1917 Synod Convention. 111
With two missions (in China and India) to oversee, both of which were in need of visitation
from the home board, the Synod Convention in 1920 chose to call a fulltime director for the

Board of Foreign Missions and instructed him to visit the fields in India and China within the
trieonium. The Board called Friedrich Brand, former president ofthe Central Illinois District and
a then-current Synod vice president, as its first fulltime director.

Brand toured the two missions in 1921-1922, and while in China led the missionaries to
begin preparations for the opening of a seminary in Hankow to train native evangelists and
pastors. At the Missionary Conference at the mission's retreat center in Kuling. it was also
decided that instead ofusing the translation of Lutheran chosen by the other Lutheran missions
(''Xinyi," '"Faith Righteousness''), the Missouri Synod's mission would use "Fuyindao," "Gospel
Doctrine," both to distinguish itselffiom the nascent Lutheran Church- China» and because

the missionaries believed ''Gospel Doctrine" was a better 1r811Blation of "evangelical.,,n Like the

Protestant missionary bodies, the Missouri Synod missionaries focused heavily on publications,
including hymnals, newsletters, and translations ofthe Bible, Luther's works, and the Book of

111
Procu~s qftlw Thirli•th ConHntion qfth. Ev. Llllh. 9ymd q/Miuouri, Ohio, and O&rStat.4
b8albZ.du th. Fift#ntl,IAZ.gat.SynodatMilwaM/m._ Wu., JIIM 20-29, 1917(St. Lwis: Ccnccrdia, 1917).
42.

» The Luthman Cliurch------01ina waa funned by the othar Luthman missicm societies oparating in Cliina,
including 111Wcnl. located in Hankow and Sru:kow whidJ. hedgivm Amdt llllis1ance daring the early days ofhis
missicm in Suclflow, "The Misaim Bnterpiac ofthe Luthman Clmrdt-Millouri Synod in Mainland Cuna 19131952," 78.
:n 'Hsiao,AB,w/Huto,yef,,_ Chinud.utlw,r,n Claud,, 101. Amdthimsclfhadcriginallylllled lhcPlflllC'
"Xinyi Hui" ("Fai1h-Rightcousnea Cliurchj BS his 01i11CIIC name fir the missicm BS a way to foster 1hc camccti.m
bcnn,mhismillim and that oflhc othm-Lulhcnn.mission IIOCicti.cs oparating in Cuna in Suclflow, "The Missim
Bntmpise of the Ludunn Church-Milscuri. Synod in Mainland Cuna 1913-1952," 81. The decision to IIBnd apart
Cran the aher Luthman millim societies by using a different tnmslati.m fa- "Luthman" is particularly significant
given the la.ta" BSIICrti.cm by the Cmcmlia Seminary filcul.ty that bcc:aUIC bah tmms arc acceptable, the missianarics
llhould cmfa-m to 1hc p-cvailing Prctcstant canpranisc with regard to 1hc tmm fir "God."
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Concord.n Furtbmmore, lib the Protestant missionary bodies, this focus on publication and
t:nmslation would offer prime ground for exacerbating the Chinese Term Controversy.
During its post-war expansion, the Missouri Sl'll()d mission also welcomed support from
the Evangelical Lutheran Synod for its China mission, by calling George Lillegard as a
missionary. Lllleganl had previously served in China as a missionary ofthe Norwegian Sl'll()d
from 1912 until 1915. A1though he had desired to return to China following his brief furlough,
the controversy in the Norwegian Sl'll()d over its merger into the Norwegian Lutheran Church in
America prevented it. Following the merger, Lilleganl left that Sl'll()d to join the "minority"
which formed the Norwegian Synod ofthe Americm Evangelical Lutheran Church (today
known as the Evangelical Lutheran Synod (ELS)).21 Because the ELS was not in a position to
send its own missionary to China, the ELS and Missouri Synod agreed to partner in the mission.
This resuhed in ELS mission BUpport going to the Missouri Synod's China mission, Lillcganl 's
call being extended by the Missouri Sl'll()d's Board of Foreign Missiom, and an ELS

representative being added to the board.24
The history ofthe mission shows how all ofthe pieces, both persODDCl and structural, were
put in place for the Chinese Term Controversy. The two by figures, Arndt and Lilleganl, came
into the mission from completely different backgrounds and were both more experienced than
their fellow missionaries. Because the mission society had dissolved and offered its resources to
the Missouri Synod, the mission became subject to the Synod's structural hierarchy, including
both its expanded Board of Foreign Missions and triennial Synod ConventioDB. Both ofthese
22
FredaickBrand, FomgnMi&Jioru o/lM Ev. Lulh.ran Synod u/Mi&Jouri. Ohio, fllld OtMr Stall,11 (St.
Lwis: Cmccrdia, 1929), 13.

21

Zieglar, Biog,r,phical Slatc1M11, 55; LIIIMron CycZop.dia (1954). s.v. "Nonn:gian Synod ofthe Ammican
Evangelical Lutrunn Clnrch."
24

Zieglar, Biog,r,phical Slatc1M11, 55.
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supervisory bodies played important roles in the Chinese Term Controversy.

Tenm fbrGod Uaed hy the Mllldon

Arndt initially chose to use "Shang Ti" and ''Shen" to 1r811Blate God, following the example
ofthe Lutheran missionaries in Hankow who assisted him early in his missiooary c:areer.211
Amdt's usage ofthe standard Protestant terminology set the precedent for future Missouri Synod
missionaries, all of whom (with the exception of Lillegmd) entered the mission field after Arndt
bad already been in China for several yean. Due to Amdt's status as senior missionary and the
other missionaries' lack of experience both in China and with the language, there Wll!l little
interest in questioning Amdt's terminology for the first decade of the mission's existence.• This
practice finally came into question among the missionaries in 1924 at the Kuling General
Coofereoce, held annually at the Missouri Synod mission's Kuling Retreat Center. This was one
of many built by mission societies to offer their workers an escape from the inhospitable (to

foreignen) climate of China. Arndt was asked to write a paper defending the usage of''Shang
Ti," but he instead sent a paper about the Chinese word for ''bell "27 Despite Amdt's absence
from the conference, Lillegard insisted on moving forward with the debate, resulting in an
overwhelming decision (eleven in fil.vor; two opposed) to use ''Shen" exclusively. Arndt, one of
the minority missionaries, refused to abide by this decision, igniting the controversy in the

211
As we have seen befcn, and as understood by the I.CMS missionaries and leadenhip, "Sheng Ti" littrally
means "Sup"eme Riller," andisthe1lllditiaialname fa-the chief deity ofthe Chin.me ceremaual.religicm. "Shen"
littrally tranalates as "god" a- "spirit." and can be used of anything wtnhipped as a god. In 1he missionaries'
unders1anding, Ricci chme to use "Shang Ti" to rm to Gad "bec:ause he believed that 'the ancient Chin.me had
known 1he True Gad and had wmsbipedHim undm-thatname'" in "Rqxrtofthe Chin.me Tam-Question
Committee," in Procading& eftluJ Thi,ty-Sirlhluplar C011'1ffltion oftluJ Ev. LldMran Synod o/Mmouri. Ohio,
and OtluJr Sta#&b&albZ.d at Clneland Ohio, tu th, TMnty-Fir&tD,Z.gat. ~ J - 19-28, 1935 (St. Louis:

Ccnccrdia, 1935), 168-9.
211

"Iu,pcrt oflhe Chinese Term-Quest:im Committee," 169.

r, ~ . "The Missouri Evangelical Lutrunn Mission in Cllina,"
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11.

Missouri Synod mission.•

Progre111 towrud Raolo.tlon of the Controveny
Because the missionaries in the field met amwally to discuss matters of concern to the
mission as a whole, the tint attempt at resolving the controversy occurred one )'l'&r later, in 1925
at the following China General Conference. The Conference this )'l'&r devoted the majority of its

time to the Chinese Term Controversy. Prior to the meeting. a missionary from each side was
asked to submit a paper explaining his understanding ofthe controversy. However, the only
cooclusion they could reach in the discuuion was a motion to request that a representative from
the Board of Foreign Missions visit the mission and guide them through the dispute.211

In June, 1926, the Synod agreed to the request and dispatched Director Brand to mediate
the dispute. He came with a set oftheses written by the Concordia Seminary fiwulty in hand
regarding the controversy. JO He met with the missionaries at the 1926 General Conference, which
he chaired During the last week ofthe conference, Brand presented the fiwulty's theses and led
the missionaries in a discussion ofthem. Accoums of the discussion differ -

either Brand

guided the discussion positively to avoid the previous )"'&r's argummts,31 or he used the fiwulty
theses as a bludgeon to force the missionaries into linc.n The theses concluded that "both terms

• "lu,pcrt of1he Clunese Tmm-Questim Committee,• 170. The Canmi:ltee pins 1he blame fm-1he
Cmlrcwcny m the mincrity missionaries (whidi wwld include Arndt, although he was not }nlCllt at 1he 1924

Miaimary Ccnfaren.ce).
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M.eya-, "The Mi111<Ui Evangelical Luthmmt Miaim in Cl1ina," 13.

n Kail, l.Mll.nauon fM Yangta: A.HlllldndY•arHi8tD,yOfiMMissouri Synodln China, 91. Kohl's exact
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could be used without offense.,., This conclusion was not satis:lactory to the missionaries, who
feh that they should all UBe a single term. At the end ofthe conference it was decided to send a
pair of missionaries back to America to consult with the seminary faculty. 34
On October 8 the missionary conference reconvened to hear the :faculty's recommendation,

reinforcing their previoUB theses and stating that both terms were acceptable - noting that the
dissenting missionary had concurred with their decision. Based on this recommendation, the
missionaries chose to use •'Shang Ti" Seeing that the missionaries had come to a decision, Brand
returned to AmmicL" Unfortunately, the decision that the missionaries reached in 1926 did not
settle the dispute.
Lilleganl's family was scheduled to return home on furlough during the summer of 1927,
but was forced by political disturbances to evacuate that January. Because the Chinese Term

Controversy still had not been resolved to his satisfaction, Lillegard chose not to return to the
mission field amt instead accepted a call from an ELS congregation in Boston." Even after his
decision to leave the mission, however, Lillegard continued to write articles amt pamphlets
regarding the comroversy, which were circulated throughout the Missouri Synod and the
Synodical Conference.
On July 26, 1928, under pressure from Lilleganl's publications, the Board of Foreign

Missions issued yet another decision in the case. Once again, the Board stated that the
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missionaries should use both ''Shang Ti" and ''Shen" according to the prevailing Protestant
usage. Any missionaries who disagreed with this policy were encouraged to return to America.
Around this time, eight missionaries chose to leave the field, either in response to the Board's
policy or in disgust over the belligerent attitude which the controversy had created among the
missionaries." Because this did not settle the controversy, the 1929 and 1932 Synodical
Conventions both entertained overtures requesting a decision by the convention regarding the
Chinese Term Controversy because members ofthe Synod were concerned that their foreign
missionaries were using the name of a native false god to refer to the 1rue Ood In 1929, the
convention endorsed the Board's decision from 1928; in 1932, the convention realized that more
serious measures were required and assigned a committee to study the controversy and report

back to the 1935 Convention.31
Before continuing with the resolution of the Chinese Term Controversy, one key
philosophical element needs to be noted Mmy ofthose involved in the controversy- not just
with the Missouri Synod but throughout the controversy's history- betray a strong Platonist
approach to language, whether they realized it or not. Rather thm being flexible and adapting
depending on usage, many ofthe writers arguing the Chinese Term Controversy approached the
terms in question as though they have fixed md certain meanings that cannot be changed. These,
when considered in realist/nominalist terms, follow the realist understanding ofwords as having
fixed definitions. Similar to Plato's position that there is a ''true triangle" which the term
''triangle" describes and there is a ''perfect round" which the term "circle" accesses, these writers
have the same understanding ofthe term God. ''God" is perfect and unmoving. and their task in

r, "Iu,pcrt ofthe Chinese Tmm-Quest:im Committee,"

170.

• "Iu,pcrt ofthe Chinese Tmm-Quest:im Committee," 170-1.
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translation is to discover the term in the Chinese language which most closely reaches to the
perfect conception ofthe divine or which already conveys that exact meaning and employ it for

''God" This is most evident in the arguments put forward by the "Shen" advocates against the
use of''Shang Ti": because the idol ''Shang Ti" is distinct from the 1rue God, the term which
accesses the concept ''Shang Ti" c11DDOt be adapted to refer to the 1rue God For their part, many
''Shang Ti" advocates believed that ''Shen" more closely accessed the concept of''spirit" than
that of "divine." As such, they viewed it as fitting to reference idols, but not elevated enough to

apply to the true God
This understanding of language also coloni the way in which the 1932 Chinese Term
Question Committee treats the controversy. Instead of asking how the terms can be applied today

and how modern usage had influenced the meaning ofthe terms, the cnmrnittt,e members
focused on how the terms had been used historically and wbdb.er a term which had been used of
a false god could ever be used ofthe true God
As noted above, the 1932 Missouri Synod Convention assigned a committee to study the

issue and report back to the 1935 convention with its findings. This committee offive consisted
ofthree college professoni and two pastoni: Professoni W. Kruse (a &cuJty member ofConoordia
Teachers' College, Sewanl," and member ofthe General ReliefBoard),40 E. Koehler (a&cuJty
member at Concordia Teachers' College, River Forest).41 and W. Moenkemoeller (a faculty

• ProcudingsoftM Thirt,-Fourth&gula,Conwnlion oflMEv. Luth SynodofMwouri, Ohio, andOIMr
Stat.sA&BmbadatRiwrForut, lllinouJJJM 19-28, 1929(St Louis: Cmccrdia, 1929), 43.
40
Procudings oftM Thirt,-Sbdh&gularC011Hnti<11 iftJ. Ev. LIIIMrrm Synod ofMwouri, Ohio, and
O6-r St/as A&Bmbadat Clrnland, Ohio, u tM 'lwnty-Fint V.agat. .\},,o4 JIIM 19-28, 1935, 311.
41
Procudings ofth. Thin,-S.condR•gular Mnting oflM Ev. Lllth. Synod o/Mmouri. Ohio, and O6-r
Stat.s, As.mbI.d at Fort Waym. Indiana, JJJM 20-2~ 1923 (St Louis: Cmccrdia, 1923), 93.
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member at Concordia College, St Paul),G and Revs. William Moll (a member ofthe Concordia
College, Fort Wayne, Board ofControl.)43 and Leo Schmidtke (a member ofthe Board of
Missions in South America).44 Despite their academic credentials and tenure of service on
synodical boards, however, none of the committee members had ever served as missionaries in
China,411 and they likely knew nothing about the Chinese language be}'Ond the literature the
missionaries had produced regarding the Chinese Term Controversy. Additionally, two members
(Moenbmoeller and Schmidtke) died during the triennium, and a third (Moll) was prevented by
illness from participating.411
The remaining two members (Kruse and Koehler) studied the history ofthe question, along
with the different objections raised against the use of''Shang Ti" In their report, they catalogued
five different objections: First, that ''Shang Ti" was still an idol (even ifit is their highest
idol/highest conception of deity); second, that there was a difference linguistically between using
''Shang Ti" (which they translate as ''Ruler on High'') as a title for God and using it as ''God;"
third, that ''Shen" was the actual word for "god" or ''God" in Chinese, while ''Shang-Ti" is a
specific god; fourth, that there were many disadvantages to using "Shang Ti," while there were

not any advantages; fifth, that there were almost as many advantages to the exclusive use of
''Shen" as disadvantages to the use of''Shang Ti"'7 Given these objections, the committee

G Prrx:ndings <ftM Thi,ty-SbcthlugularConHntion if,,_ Ev. I.MIMran Symd <fMmouri, Ohio, and
OtJ.r St/as A.llffmbZ.dat CZ.WUlll4 Ohio, u tM 'lwnty-Fint V.Z.gat. ~ J111M 19-24 1935, 60.
G Prrx:ndings <ftM Thi,ty-SbcthlugularConHntion if• EY. I.MIMran Symd <fMmouri, Ohio, and
OtJ.r St/as A.llffmbZ.dat CZ.WUlll4 Ohio, u tM 'lwnty-Fint V.Z.gat. ~ J111M 19-24 1935, 22
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recommended that the missionaries discourage the use of"Shang Ti" and gradually implement a
change to the exclusive use of"Shen." Rather than approve the recommendations of the floor
committee report, the Synod Convention deviated :from them by offering its own
recommendations:

1. That Synod express its appreciation to the Committee on the Chinese Term
Question for having done intensive work during the past three years;
2. That Synod acknowledge with joy that there is no actual theological difference
between the two parties, since they agree that an idol name with its idol
connotations may not be used ofthe true God, Scripture forbidding such usage;
3. That Synod thank. God that all personal grievances and alleged or real insuhs have
been removed by proper explanation or apologies;
4. That Synod determine that the linguistic i88Ues involved, with reference to the
Chinese term for God, be refen-ed to ou.r missionaries in China for eventual
acfjwtment on the basi, ofthe accepted linguistic wage, without any foreign

interference;
5. That all parties interested in this Term Question be asked to withhold judgment in
this matter uotil the Missionaries' Conference in China has found a satisfactory
solution.•
Having determined that the Chinese Term Controversy was a linguistic exercise and not a
matter oftheological disagreement, the floor committee recommendations -

which the

Convention adopted - gave the responsibility to mah a final determination to the missionaries,
who were in a better position to understand and act on the "linguistic issues involved." When the
missionaries received this recommendation :from the Convention, they gratefully acknowledged
the committee's trust in them to finally decide the controversy. The missionaries discussed the
convention resolution at the 1936 General Conference and adopted the following resohrtion,
which was reported to the 1938 Convention:

• "Rapcrt of1he Chinese Tmm-Questim Committee," 176, mnpmsis added
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We herewith respectfully inform Synod tha:t both terms Shen and Shangti are used
properly in our mission, in accordance with generally accepted usage, and that we
abide by the general use ofthe term Shangti and busy ourselves with the one thing
needful for the salvation of souls.•

AJthough this mmbd the cmwlusion of the Chinese Term Controversy in the mission field,
it would cominue to plague the home efforts ofboth the Missouri Synod and the Synodical
Conference for the next decade.

In 1936, the Synodical Conference Convention received a memorial requesting that it
render a decision on the Chinese Term Controveny. Instead, the Synodical Conference
appointed a committee to review the material presented and report back to its 1938 convention.
This report was presented to a floor committee which recommended the following:
Your Committee urumirnously recommends to the Synodical Conference to render no
judgment concerning the proper designation for God in the Chinese language but to
refer the matter back to the Missouri Synod with the expectation that its missionwork in China will be conducted in accordance with the principles laid down in
Points m and IV above ... m. In 1ranslating :from the Hebrew and the Greek into
another language, the choice ofterms to render Elohim and Them is per se an
adiaphoron. As in the case of all adiaphora (cf. Formula Conoordiae, Art. X),
Scripture here, too, sets certain bounds within which our freedom may be exercised.
Our choice ofterms must not smirch the glory and honor of God nor becloud the truth
of God nor give offense (in the sense of giving occasion for stumbling) to the weak (1
Cor. 10:31 f. and Rom 14: 13-23). IV. Our one and only mission to the Chinese, to
the Christians as well as to the heathen among them, is to teach them whatsoever
Christ commanded us (Matt 28:20; 2 Cor. 5:19 f.). We DDJst spealc.the truth in Christ
(1 Tun. 2:7 and 2 Cor. 4:2), and our trumpet must not give forth an uncertain sound
that may be misunderstood (1 Cor. 14:8f.).50
From a memorial addressed to the Synod Convention in 1941 (to which the Synodical
Conference decision was announced), it is clear tha:t the onrnrnittee's deadlock. resuhed in this

• Procndings <ftlw Thi,ty-&wmthR,gularCorwention o/lM Ev. LIIIMran Synod ofMissouri, Ohio, and
Otlwr Stat.a A__,,nbl,dat St. Lavis, Mo. as th, Twmty-S,condD,l,gat. .\)nod J,- 15-24, 1938 (St Lauis:
Cmccrdia, 1938), 183.
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ambiguous resolution: four members ofthe Synodical Conference committee rejected the use of
''Shang Ti," while three accepted it. Due to the committee's internal division, the Synodical
Conference was unable to make a stronger statement reganling the use of ''Shang Ti"
Two memorials to the 1938 Synod Convention alleged misconduct on the part ofthe Board
of Foreign Missioos with regard to the Chinese Term Controversy and accused the 1929 Synod
Convention's committee of"commit[ting] our missionaries in China to a practice of religious
syncretism, mixing Christianity and paganism" 51 Ofthe two memorials, the one accusing the
Board of Foreign Missioos was referred to the Synod President; the one about the 1929
Convention was rejected because the matter was in the process ofbeing discussed by a Synodical
Conference committee.

The 1941 Convention which received the report ofthe Synodical Conference convention's
non-action on the Chinese Term Controversy also received two memorials on the subject. The
Floor Committee on lnteniynodical and Doctrinal Matters received a memorial requesting that
the use of''Shang Ti'' be discontinued based on the majority opinion ofthe Synodical
Conference Committee. The committee responded that they did not believe any new evidence to
have been presented with regard to the controversy and recommended '7bat for the welfare of
the China Missioos and the peace ofthe mother church this controversy be cODBidered a closed
issue." Following the committee's recommendation, the issue was tabled until 1944. Another
memorial regarding the Chinese Term Controversy (addressed to the Floor Committee on
Lodges) was referred to the Board of Foreign Missioos. ,a
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Procndings rfftM Thi,ty-SnfflthR•gularConHntion o/lM E11. Luth.ran SynodofMi&rouri, Ohio, and
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The 1944 Synod Convention took up the Chinese Term Controversy again based on yet
another memorial arguing that "What Hos. 2: 16, 17 has been said for the MC11Sianic time about

Baal as a Jewish idol applies libwise to any heathen idol in any Christian mission field and
therefore also to the heathen idol Shaogdi on our China mission field, "5:1 and called upon the
constituents ofthe Synodical Conference to petition the Missouri Synod to stop using ''Shaog

Ti" The floor committee responded to this memorial with almost the same resolution tabled in
1941 (with the addition oftwo "Whereas" statements and other minor changes). Instead of
adopting this resolution, however, the Convention resolved ''to refer this matter for further study
to a am,mittee to be appointed" which would then report to the 1947 Convention. 54

The Chinese Term Question Committee appointed by the 1944 Convention studied the
question again, met with interested parties, and concluded that "the long-discussed Chinese Term
Question can be brought to a definite and proper settlement among us,'"' contingent on the
following resolutions:

1. That the proper name of a specific idol in its original pagan sense may not be used
in translation ofthe words Elohim and Theos;
2. That by their natural knowledge of God the heathen know that there is a God, but
do not know who the true God is, so as to be able to identify Him;
3. That the linguistic question regarding the specific meaning and use ofdisputed
terms, principally Shen and Shangti, be left for further study and eventual
determination to the missionary conference in the China field; and

s, Procndings rfftM Thi,ty-NinlhlugularCanwntwn iflM EY. l..JdMran Synod ofMmouri, Ohio, and
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4. That for the welfare of our China missions and the peace ofthe mother Church
the Chinese Term Question be now considered a closed issue as far as the
meetings of Synod are com:emed."
This resolution is the last reference to the Chinese Term Controversy in Missouri Synod
Convention Proceedings, bringing the controversy to a close as far as the institution of Synod
was concerned.
'Ibe cmwlusion of the Controversy would be bittemveet, as the Communist government

would permit the missionaries to remain in rnainJand China for less than six years after the 1947
Convention put the Chinese Term Controversy to bed 'Ibe Board of Foreign Missions' report to

the 1953 Synod Convention notes that the three missionaries who had remained in the comdry at
the time ofthe 1950 Convention had been forced to leave since then, ab:hough the mission's
work continued at several stations under the guidance of native wolkers and rncrnbers. n After
less than forty years ofwork. in China, the Missouri Synod mission foreign mission then operating in China -

along with every other

was perrnammtly closed down.

'Ibe mission's use ofboth ''Shang Ti" and ''Shen" placed them squarely in the same camp

as the rest ofthe Protestant missions. Due to their shared term, the Missouri Synod mission was
absorbed into the Three Self Church following the Communist revolution when all the other
missions were dissolved and nationalized.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
THE ROLE OF CHURCH POLITY IN THE CONTROVERSY

In surveying the various iterations ofthe Chinese Term Controversy, it becomes apparent
that the st:rw:tural. systems ("polities'') under which the missions operated each in their own way

hindered efforts at resolving the controversy by drawing it out and prevented potential
resolutions.

The Roman Catholic Million

Ah:hougb the Catholic Church follows a strict hierarchical structure, one which was
specifically iDtended to resolve controversies in the most efficient IDBllllm' possible, this structure
only bred confusion during the Chinese Term Controversy. Because the Term/Rites Controversy
in the Catholic missions lasted a century, 1643-1742, there were thirteen different popes in

o:O:h:e. At least six different religious orders were operating in China before and during the
controversy, each ofwhich bad its own on-site supervisor and Europem hierarchy. In addition to
the bishops approved and sent by the Portuguese kings to the handful of established dioceses in
China, the popes sent dozens of ''Vicars Apostolic" (titular bishops of extinct dioceses serving as
''bishops" in the mission field who acted on the Pope's authority instead of their own). These

supervised clergy in specific regiom ofthe coumry (even if Portuguese priests refused to
acknowledge the Vicars Apostolic on occasion). Ah:hough the Portuguese-appointed bishops
were under the authority ofthe Archbishop of Goa, who supervised all Catholic bishops in the
Portuguese area of Southeast Asia, Vicars Apostolic did not report to him; they reported directly
to the Pope. Consequently, between their order and the ecclesiastical hierarchy the missionaries
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reported to as many as six different supervisors.
Because ofthis multitude ofreligious orders forming their own overlapping missions, the
leadership in Rome had created the "Congregation for the Propagation ofthe Faith"
(Propaganda) to oversee and coordinate missionaries :from different religious orders around the

world. The Propaganda would both coordinate the sending of missionaries and issue directives
for all the orders to follow in matters which affected all ofthe missions. Although the

Propaganda's directives were considered in theory to be binding. in practice they were not

IKDlcred to as :wthfully in China, particularly with regard to the Term/Rites Controversy. In
addition, the missionaries appealed to the Roman Inquisition to offer rulings on the directives
given by the Propaganda, which led to new directives fiom the Propaganda to comply with the
Inquisition's rulings.
Over the course ofthe controversy, these overlapping supervisom and congregations issued

and imposed numerous decrees on the missionaries, all ofwhich differed in wording and force

based on their source. Popes issued contradictory encyclical letters. Within the first few rounds
of rulings and appeals, both sides in the controversy had received equally-legitimate support for
their positions. When the missionaries requested clarification fiom the Inquisition regarding the
contradictory directives fiom the Propaganda, the Inquisition responded that all the rulings must
be enforced, despite their contradictions I

Attempts by the Catholic missionaries to resolve the controversy in the field were hindered
by their rigid hierarchical structure. For example, when the missionaries in 1693 attempted to
resolve the matter for themselves, the Vicar Apostolic ofFujian Province, Bishop Maigrot,
reversed the compromise within his jurisdiction.
Because there were multiple religious orders operating in China at the time, each of which
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worbd in its own region and followed its own hierarchy, both in China and in Europe, decisions
reached by a single order - or even by multiple orders - could not be applied to the other
orders. Likewise, when the missionaries in the field cam, to a compromise, it could not be

accepted until the European leaders ofthe orders had accepted it. Even more than Bishop
Maigrot's rejection, this might have been what sabotaged the 1693 co~mise. Although the
Jesuits and Franciscans agreed to this compromise, the Dominicans refused.
The strong. centralized leadership ofthe Roman Catholic Church, in which all doctrinal
matters were settled by the Pope, did facilitate a decisive resohrtion to the controversy. At the

same time, this same centralized structure also allowed the controversy to continue, even after
the hierarchy had offered its "decisive resolution." The myriad of conflicting congregations and

hierarchies caused little more than confusion in the early years ofthe controversy when it could
have been resolved most efficiently. The ability ofthe missionaries to appeal decisions by one
supervisor or congregation to a different supervisor or congregation also resuhed in confusion as
conflicting rulings were written and enforced. Although the controversy was finally settled by a
binding decree from the supreme head ofthe church, the Papal Bull ''Ex Quo Singulan'" of 1742,
the hierarchy itselfhad already fueled and lengthened the controversy.

The Proteltamt MWom
The Protestant missionary groups active in China in the nineteenth century were sent by a

multitude of mission societies based in couutries around Europe and North America. They
adhered to many different confessions, including Episcopal, Presbyterian, Baptist, and Luthenm,1
to IU1D1e a few. These mission societies had varymg levels of interaction and communication with
1
The Llthmmi missim IIOCieties active in Olina beflre 1913 all perticipeted in 1he Missianmy Confermces,
and thus their resoluticn d.the Cllinese Tmm Cmtroversy followed 1hat. aflhe gcnera1 Prdeslant milllim ll0Cieties.
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each other based on confession offiuth, country of origin, and region of activity. Consequently,
as a group they were not governed by the same rigid structure as the Catholic religious orders.
This was both a blessing and a curse in resolving this controversy. Because they did not report to

a single cemral. authority, there was no lengthy process of appeals which would offer both sides
equally-valid, authoritative statements. At the same time, because there was no cemral. authority,
the missionaries could not defer to a single group or person to make the decision for them.
Each mission society bad its own structure and its own method for dealing with the
controversy. In 110D1C cases missionaries and other interested parties published articles, tracts, and
books for distribution in the home country among the mission society's constituents. The
objective ofthese writings was to encourage the constituents to pressure the societies' governing
boards into issuing policies for the missionaries to follow. Despite this intent, it appean not to
have happened in the majority of cases; instead, the missionaries in the field eventually resolved
the controversy for themselves.
As noted previously, the first and most important area of collaboration between the various

mission societies was in the realm oftranslation - which is also where the Chinese Term
Controversy came to the fore. AJthougb Morrison's 1r811Slation of the Bible was primarily bis
own work (with some assistance :from other missionaries sent by bis own society), bis t:nmslation
was hampered by bis lack of experience with Chinese and required updating once Protestant
mission work expanded. As the missionaries were given access to greater portions ofthe country
in the 1830s-1840s, the number ofmissionaries with strong language skills increased, but no
single mission society possessed enough capable translators to by itself complete a good Bible
translation. Because of the importance ofthe project and the missionaries' agreement that it was
important to distribute the same Bible text in China, all the missionaries agreed in 1842 to
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collaborate on a single translation.
During this translation process, the Bible societies (American and London) offered the

most concrete ''unifying force" in resolving the controversy due to their role in publishing the
finished translation, but they also allowed the compromise which prolonged the controversy.
Because their typesetting process allowed them to produce multiple printing blocks ofthe same
text and alter single characters, they could produce multiple versions, each of which used a

different term for God By agreeing to this "compromise," the Bible societies allowed the work

to continue and allowed the Bible to be translated and printed. At the same time, this also
prevented a speedy resohrtion to the controversy by allowing multiple terms to remain in use,
even after the Union Bible's completion and publication. Consequently, the missionaries'
different positions with regard to the proper terms became entrenched through longtime use.
As the number of missionaries in China continued to increase, they began organizing
conferences to share experiences and offer guidelines for the prosecution ofthe mission. These
missionary conferences provided an avenue for resolving the controversy in a manner that could
affect all the missionaries operating in China, but they rarely attempted to do so. Instead, the vast
majority ofthese conferences studiously avoided the controversy be}'Ond a handful of resohrtions

and discussion sessions. This allowed the conferences to focus on other matters instead of
becoming bogged down in the Chinese Term Controversy (which would inevitably have
happened). However, this also permitted the controversy to drag on until 1904.

The missionaries in the field (the Westerners with the best understanding ofthe Chinese
language) were the ones who finally resolved the Chinese Term Controversy within the
Protestant mission societies. The missionary conference in 1904 finally adopted an official
resohrtion which put the controversy to rest once and for all among the Protestant mission
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societies operating in China at that time. This resolution set a single term, "Sheng Ling." for
Holy Spirit and allowed compromise between ''Shen" and ''Shang Ti" for God The controversy
between the Baptist missionaries and otheni reganling the proper term for baptism had aJready
been resolved by the 1842 compromise of allowing the societies to use different terms based on
their theological position.
The Protestant missionaries' lack ofcentral leadership permitted the controversy to

continue much longer than a single decisive statement ftom a strong leader in the 1840s would
have allowed. Likewise, this also allowed it to spill over into the governing boards and
cODBtitueot church bodies in their home countries. In this sense the controversy became much
more problematic than it otherwise would have been. Lack of centralized leadership was not
entirely a negative influence, however. The lack of cemralized leadership also allowed for minor
compromises which permitted mission work to CODtinue despite the ragjng controversy.
Furthermore, this also resuhed in a much more natural resolution to the controversy, one which
appears to have been much closer to the linguistic mulenrtanding ofthe native Chinese believers.

The Mmoarl Synod Mmlon

Although it embraced a congregational structure - in which the congregations themielves
are responsible for their own governance and the Synod could only offer guidaru:e - the
Missouri Synod paired this decentralized structure with a strong respect for and IKDlcrence to
centralized authority. This was less evident in the day-to-day affairs of congregatioos located in
the United States, but it became crystal clear in the mission field. The Synod itself(acting at its
conventions) chose when and where to open missions, even as the missionaries themselves were
respoosible for the day-to-day decisions ofwhere to open stations and how to allocate their
resources.
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This strong reliance on central authority and specifically the authority ofthe Synocf guided
many ofthe mission's actions, particularly in the decision ofthe original mission society to cede

operational control ofthe mission to the Missouri Synod's Board of Foreign Missions. Because
the mission society was outside the synodical structure, pastors who received calls from the
mission society questioned the society's authority to issue calls. As a result, the mission society
offered its assets to the synod itself.

The reliance on central authority in this mission involved no leBS than three different tiers
of supervision over the missionaries in the field The missionaries convened a China General
Conference (which all missionaries were required to attend) at their Kuling Retreat Center every
summer. The decisions ofthese conferences were reported to the Board of Foreign Missions in

St Louis for adjustment and action. The Board itself also had the ability to issue directives to the
missionaries. The Board ofForeign Missions reported to the triennial Synod Conventions at
which delegates would take action for the entire church body. All actions undertaken by the
Synod, including those of the Board of Foreign MiBBions and its missionaries, were under the
oversight of the Synod Convention.

The Synod also operated with an additional (implicit) structural element which came into
play during this controversy. The faculty of Concordia Seminary, St. Louis, was viewed by the
Synod as its primary source of insight into theological matters. Whenever a disagreement arose
between members ofthe Synod, the Concordia Seminary facuhy, as the body responsible for
training the Synod's new pastors and themselves possessing the most advanced theological
training. was asked to offer their opinions on the theological questions involved. As a result, the

2
Thia might in pert have been ccmnected to 1he Syn.ad's Gmnen mitage, as well as the dumging role of
ccm.lralized authcrity 1hey axperimced following the American Civil War.
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Seminary faculty wu :frequently asked to offer its opinion on the Chinese Term Controversy.
In addition to its own hierarchical structure, the Missouri Synod mission wu -

in a way

- beholden to additional structural concerns based on the preseru:e ofLillegard, a missionary of
the Evangelical Lutheran Synod (ELS). As part ofthis fellowship, the ELS received a
represemative on the Board of Foreign Missions, giving this Synod some authority to make

decisions for the mission. Both the Missouri Synod and the ELS participated in the Synodical
Conference, an inter-synodical organization consisting of four confeBSional Lutheran church
bodies in America. The Synodical Conference itseJfhad a strong interest in missions, having
several years earlier begun its own mission in the American Deep South. Its biennial meetings
discussed matters of importance to all its constituent synods, which inc1uded the activities of the
Missouri Synod's China mission.
Because ofthese various overlapping organizations, the Chinese Term Controversy was
studied by no less than fifteen different committees and boards: the Missouri Synod's Board of
Foreign Missions; the Faculty of Concordia Seminary, St. Louis; floor committees at seven
consecutive Missouri Synod conventions (two different floor committees at one convention); two
special committees appointed by Missouri Synod Conventions; floor committees at two
Synodical Conference meetings, and one special committee appointed by the Sl'DOdical
Conference. Those seven Synod Conventions and two Synodical Conference meetings received
memorials and resolutions on the controversy and were asked to act on recommendations from
these committees. Ofthose involved in these different committees and boards, few had ever

visited China (Frederick Brand, Director ofthe Board of Foreign Missions, one ofthe only
exceptions, only spent about two months in the country on his visitation tours), and none had any
understanding of Chinese. The committee members based their decisions and recommendations
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on information gleaocd from the missionaries' published papers as well as interviews with
missionaries home on furlough (including Lillegard, whose return to America from the mission

brought the controversy to the attention ofthe synods in the United States), and not on firsthand
knowledge ofthe controversy or the terms in question. Were these committee members in a
position to offer recommendations on the use of specific Chinese terms? According to the
structural system within which they operated, they were; according to their linguistic
qualifications, they were not.
Every attempt by the missionaries to settle the controversy themselves before 1936 failed
when missionaries in the minority refused to abide the decision ofthe majority. Following the
1924 decision in favor of''Shen," Arndt and the other dissenting missionaries refused to stop
using ''Sbang Ti" Following the 1926 decision (based on the recommendation ofthe Concordia
Seminar fiwuhy) in favor of ''Sbang Ti," Lillegard refused to condone the use of ''Sbang Ti" and
on his return to the United States began publishing papers denouncing the use of''Sbang Ti" He
circulated these throughout both the Missouri Synod and the Evangelical Lutheran Synod,
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well as the Synodical Conference as a whole. This, more than anything else, stirred up the
controversy among the American synods at a time when the matter had (ostensibly, at least) been
settled in the field
To its credit, the Missouri Synod's structural process for resolving controversial issues did
eventually authorize the missionaries to study the question themselves and reach their own
conclusions on it. This would be a mixed result, however,
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initial Board decision mandated

that dissenting missionaries should leave the field. Following this decision, the Synod did
continue to place the authority in the missionaries' hands to determine their own conclusion to
the Chinese Term Controversy. AJtb.ough the special committee appointed at the 1932 Synod
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Convention reported back in 1935 that it foUDd "Sbang Ti" to be objectionable and
recommended that the missionaries use ''Shen," the convention itself overruled the committee
and resolved to allow the missionary conference to settle the dispute. Following this decision,
further appeals and convention memorials all eventually reached the same verdict: the matter
was settled
Ahhougb the Missouri Synod's structure initially removed responsibility for resolving the
controversy ftom the missionaries, the Synod's structure also returned that authority to them
This gave the missionaries the opportunity to settle the controversy themselves and reach a
conclusion that might have been better than ODf'l mandated by non-Chinese-speaking American
church leaders.

rnnemidon
Each ofthe church strw:tures involved in the Chinese Term Controversy reached its own
resolution. In the case ofthe Catholics, the controversy lasted a century because the church's

structure lent itselfto a repeated process of appeals and altered directives issued by supervisors
without sufficient understanding ofthe Cbinest'l language and culture. This appeals proceBB might
have been fueled by the missionaries' newfound ability to question the absolute authority ofthe
church leadership following the Lutheran Reformation's refocus on the authority of Scripture
over bishops in all matters. The Protestants' lack of centralized leadership both allowed mission
work to continue during the height ofthe controversy and :w:ilitated the controversy's
continuation. The same was true oftheir reliance on individual knowledge and experience over
knowledge transmitted ftom those in authority. As with the Roman Catholics, the Missouri
Synod mission's structure placed the responsibility for resolving the dispute in the bands of
people without the proper experience and linguistic training to understand the terms. In each of
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these cases, the structure itself prolonged the con1roversy, either by allowing decisiom to be
appealed to different bodies or by avoiding conflict all together.
In terms of effectiveness, the Missouri Synod and Protestant iterations ofthe controversy

were both resolved in less time than the Catholic. Likewise, both ofthe former iterations were
finally resolved by the missionaries in the field, rather than by people without fintband
knowledge ofthe language and culture of China. The missionaries' experience in this regard may
have given them greater insight into the linguistic issues than their non-missionary superiors.
Comequently, the missionaries were in a better position to settle the dispute for themselves than
their superiors.
This might be the greatest flaw in the Catholic Church's efforts to solve the con1roversy:
those placed in positions of authority who issued the decrees that settled the matter did not
understand Chinese. Even Bishop Maigrot, the Vicar Apostolic whom the Papal Legate Maillard
trusted to be his "Chinese expert" during his time in the court ofthe Kangxi Emperor, did not
stand up to questioning by the Emperor on his credentiaJs. Instead he proved himself to be
ignorant both with respect to Chinese culture and the Chinese language. This left not only
Maillard, as the official papal representative, but also Maigrot himself, as one ofthe on-site
supervisors ofthe missionaries, in a poor position to fulfill their responsibility of properly
resolving the conflict.
It would be teq,ting to look at the number of years the controversy lasted in each ofthese
missions (100 years in the Catholic missions, sixty-two )'ears in the Protestant missions, and
twenty-three years in the Missouri Synod mission) and conclude that the Missouri Synod's
structure enabled it to resolve the con1roversy better than the others. However, such a conclusion

ignores the multitude ofother factors which affected the controversy's resolution in each
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mission. In reality, none ofthese missions truly resolved the controversy well; each of their
structures had its drawbacks.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
OfHER CONDITIONS IMPACTING THE TERM CONTROVERSY
Although in all cases the ecclesiastical polity within which the missionaries operated
hindered their ability to resolve the Chinese Term Controversy and prolonged its duration, this
was not the only :f:iwtor influencing the Chinese Term Controversy in its various manifestations.
In reality, many other :f:iwtors worked together both to extend the controversy's life and to aid in
its resolution. By delaying communications, the distance between the missionaries in China and

their sending bodies in Europe and America created major difficulties and confusion for both the
missionaries and their supervisors. Turnover among the missionaries also created confusion as
experienced missionaries were replaced by inexperienced missionaries who were ill-equipped to
work through the controversy. Some missionaries and many oftheir supervisors suffered from a
negligible understanding of the Chinese language and culture, hindering their ability to fully
grasp the complexities of the controversy. Because some ofthe missionaries and their
supervisors did not fully trust the converts to wrestle with these theological problems, they rarely
solicited opinions from Chinese scholars and believers, and when they were provided, the
missionaries paid them little heed unless they conformed to their own preconceived opinions.
Rivalries between different mission groups, countries, and individual missionaries prolonged the
controversy. The differing contexts within which the missionaries operated also gave them
different perspectives on the tenm in question.

Distance and Travel
Distance and travel played an important role in the Chinese Term Controversy every time it
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appeared. The first Nestorian missionaries arrived in China :from Syria by following the overland
Silk Road. This route was dangerous, likely leading to numerous casualties among the
missionaries before they could begin their service. The early Catholic missionaries also traveled
the overland route to reach China. By this time the Muslim empire had seized control of
Palestine and the Silk Road, making it dangerous for any Christian to travel to China. Many of
the missionaries disguised themselves by hiding their Christian clothing until they reached
China, but even with this precaution a signiiwant number of missionaries were captured,
imprisoned, and eventually returned to Europe. For this reason one newly-appointed bishop
never reached China, leading to his diocese remaining vacant for a further decade before the
Pope knew to send a replacement. The difficulty oftravel also prevented news ftom the mission
field ftom reaching Europe in a timely fashion. In part this accounts for the collapse ofthe early
Dominican mission in China. After the death of John of Montecorvino, it took many years for
word to reach Europe, and then many more years before a delegation ftom Europe could arrive
in China with new missionaries. Because ofthe danger oftravei few missionaries in these early
missions ever returned to Europe after leaving for mission service. Considering these difficuhies,
it is unsurprising that word of a controversy in China over terms or rites never reached Europe
during this time.
The Jesuit and later Catholic missionaries reached China primarily by sea, accompanying

Portuguese, Spanish, and French exploreni and merchants. Although this route was much safer
than the overland route (which was still com:rolled by the Muslims), seafaring was still extremely

slow and ha7.anlous at this time. Even in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, many
missionaries died en route to China and their positions went unfilled for years. This accounts for
some ofthe Term and Rites Controversy's prolonged duration within the Roman Catholic
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Church, as travel extended the appeals process by several years on every occasion. This
lengthened period allowed for turnover both within the mission and within the supervising
bodies, resulting in different responses by different supervisOIB to each appeal.
By the time the Protestants and Lutherans began working in China in the nineteenth
century, travel had become much easier, allowing for m expedited appeals process when
messages were sent home. Because the Chinese Term Controversy was primarily settled in the
field by the missionaries themselves at the Missionary Conferences, however, travel time did not
factor into the Protestant resolution as signiiwantly as it did for either the Catholics or the
Missouri Synod.

During the Missouri Synod's iteration ofthe Chinese Term Controversy, communication
and travel played a signifwam role in its resolution. By this time technology bad advanced so
greatly that the missionaries at their China General Conference could send a message to St Louis
during their two-week-long meeting and receive a response before the meeting's conclusion.
This allowed the missionaries to solve a number of issues quickly, including requests for medical
furloughs and advice on mission programs. During the 1926 China General Conference at which
the Chinese Term Controversy was addressed, the Director of the Board of Foreign Missions was
able to travel to China and lead the discussion himself (which was impossible for the Catholic
missionaries centuries earlier). When the missionaries requested clarifwation from the Concordia
Seminary faculty at this Conference, two missionaries returned to America and presented their
positions to the Seminary faculty, which then cabled m answer back to the missionaries in China
within a matter ofweeks. This same process took a decade or more for the Roman Catholic
missionaries. Expedited communication, more than any other single factor, shaved years offthe
duration ofthe Missouri Synod's Chinese Term Controversy.
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While improvements in travel and communication allowed the Chinese Term Controversy
to be resolved much more quiclcly in the twentieth century tbm it had been in the sixteenth, these

same advancements also enabled the controversy to spread more rapidly among members ofthe
sending bodies. This happened in the case ofLillegard, who published and distributed numerous
tracts on the Chinese Term Controversy following his return to America :from China. This ability

to communicate ideas and opinions around the country in a short period oftime kept the

controversy in the forefront of people's minds during five different Synod Conference cycles,
long after it might otherwise have disappeared fiom the church body's consciousness.

Ml•oru117 Tum.over
In many cases, high rates of missionary turnover made it difficult to settle the controversy

because few missionaries stayed in the country long enough to become expert in the Chinese
language and culture. When the most experienced missionaries found themselves on opposite
sides ofthe controversy (as with Ricci and Longobanlo and with Arndt and Lillegard), the
remaining missionaries did not have the experience - linguistic or otherwise - to mediate. In
this way both the Roman Catholic md Missouri Synod missions took parallel paths, as the

missionaries' only recourse was to appeal to their supervisors based in Europe and America,
respectively.
In all ofthe missiom, an extended period of language study preceded the missionaries'
entrance into full-time service, ahhough they did participate in some part-time work while

studying the language. This period of study could last anywhere from six months to a year up to
two or three years until the missionary in question had a sufficient grasp of the language to be

qualified to begin serving fulltime. Even at this stage few missionaries possessed a suff"wient
level ofproficiency to IIIIAlyze their umierstanding ofthe language critically. To become fluent in
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the language (in a missionary context) required at least a decade or more of experience, as was
the case with the founding missionaries - Ricci, Morrison, and Arndt, all of whom grew and
developed in their understanding of the language over the course oftheir long terms ofservice.
Turnover rate among later missionaries was extremely high due to a number offiu:tors, including
burnout, fililure to return to the field after :furlough, illness, and death. In addition, the
atmosphere within the missions - particularly during the heat ofthe Chinese Term Controversy
- probably contributed to the reluctance of furloughed missionaries to return to service.
When experienced missionaries left the missions, the remaining missionaries were left with
less collective experience. This hindered their ability to continue and improve their mission's
activities, and also left them with leBB language experience for t:raoslation work. As a resu]t,
without experienced missionaries present, the less-experienced missionaries, whose language
studies happened under the guidance of experienced missionaries with their own preconceived
ideas regarding the Chinese Term Controversy, did not possess sufficient experience in Chinese
to settle the controversy for themselves.

Mlmn.dentamUng Chlneae Language 1111d Culton

A minority of missionaries (and a majority oftheir supervisors in Europe and America) did
not understand the Chinese language and culture well enough to pBBB judgment on matters of
ritual amt terminology. In some cases this was related to the aforementioned lack of experience.

In others there was a lack of desire or ability to learn, and in some cases trust, particularly on the
part ofthose in supervisory positions within the sending bodies.
Among the Catholics attempting to determine whether the Confucian rites had a religious
character, few took the time to study them in-depth. Those missionaries that did study them
wrote treatises on the religious or civil nature ofthe rites, and the supervising bodies which
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received their treatises rendered judgments in line with the treatises they had read, each ofwhich

had its own bias. Likewise, only a handful read the Confucian works to learn how they used
''T'ien" before passing judgment that "heaven" cannot mean "God."
Bishop Maigrot exemplified this problem in his interview with the Kangxi Emperor, when

he betrayed a European attitude toward learning (reading over memori7.lltion) and lack of
understanding ofthe use ofmetaphor in the Chinese language According to the Emperor himself
in the interview, ''T'ien" literally means ''the heavens" but figuratively means ''that which stands
behind the heavens as their creator;" Maigrot refused to accept this. His hubris in believing that

he was in a better position to dcmno Chinese terms than the Chinese Emperor not only hampered
his ability to resolve the controversy among the missionaries but also ruined his credibility with

the court as an "expert" on the Chinese language and cuhure.
AJthougb each mission appointed its own in-country supervising agency, either a
supervising missionary or conference, all Catholic and Missouri Synod missionaries, as well as

the majority of Protestant mission agencies, ultimately reported to supervising bodies outside the
coumry.1 Ofthese supervising bodies, few placed in leadership positions were former
missionaries to China. Due to travel expenses and other iasues, few visited China (and it is
unlikely that any knew Chinese). For these reasons, their understanding of Chine~ language and

cuhure was based on secondhand knowledge passed along by the missionaries, all of whom,
based on their own usage, betrayed some bias on the subject ofthe Chinese Term Controversy.
Even the longest-tenured missionaries only studied the language and cuhure for twenty to

thirty yean and were only moderately capable of analyzing the meaning of either the Confucian

1

The China Inland Mimi.en is 1he cnly ma:epticn I have found to 1his rule.
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rites or the various terms for Ood.3 In comparison to the native Chinese who grew up in the
culture and spoke the language, .till of the missionaries were in a poor position to judge this still-

unfamiliar language and culture.

Ambi'Wlmt T:rmt or Native Beleven' ldeu

Basic Western feelings ofsuperiority prevented the vast majority of missionaries fiom
soliciting opinions fiom native believers on any of the specific subjects involved in those
controversies. This was despite many ofthe missionaries themselves having learned the Chinese
language fiom the natives. A majority ofmissionaries (and oftheir supervising agencies)
cODBidered the Chinese to be incapable of guiding and governing their own church, at least
during the period when the controversy was being settled by each ofthese missions. Ahhough by
this time they had trained native workers as evangelists, catechists, teachers, and even pastors -

the Catholic mission cODBecrated its first native Chinese bishop during the long appeals process
of its controversy- many ofthe European and American missionaries preferred to rely on their
own theological abilities to resolve the issue.
In DODC ofthose iterations ofthe Chinese Term Controversy was there more than a passing

interest in referring the matter to the native believers, regardless oftheir status or rank in society,

to determine how best to speak ofthe true God in their native language_ The Kangxi Emperor's
testimony was rejected and ignored by the Roman Inquisition as improper interference by civil
authority in a religious matter. The various papers presented by Gregory Lopez, the first
(modern) Chinese bishop, in defense ofthe rites are little more than a footnote in the controversy
3
Na:able IDIBlllples include Robert Mmrisai, who spent 'II years in China and canpleted his translation of
the Bible aftar 12 ymrs' c:xpcrim:e in the camlry, and James Lege, who aftar 33 years of millli.amry service WBS
regarded as a "nnowm,d sinologist" in Europe. See La1n11 F. Pfister, "The Legacy of James Lege,• bamational
Bun.tin ofMi&nonaryR,-rm:h 22, no. 2 (April 1998): 77~.
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as they were not given any special weight by either the missionaries in the field or the
congregations in Rome who finally settled the controversy. In filct, the only ''testimony'' by a
native Chinese believer that was given any credence during the Chinese Term Controversy was

that of the catecbumen who worshiped at the Jesuits' altar under the inscription '"I''ien Chu."
During the 1ater cootroversy among Protestant missionaries, while the missionaries may
have consuhed natives on the meanings of Chinese words in general, they did not tend to solicit
their opinions regarding the specific elements ofthe Chinese Term Controversy. The essay
contest referenced by StanJcy3 is one ofthe few exceptions. He also mentions an anecdotal
account of missionaries preaching using the 1U11De of''Shang Ti" and being misunderstood by
those who conflated their "Shang Ti" with the idol by that IUIIDe. Stanley finally cited writings by
Chinese scholan who supported his opinion that ''Shen" was the correct term. Beyond this, there
is little evidence that any ofthe missionaries writing on the controversy truly consuhed the

native believers in order to formu1ate their own opinion. h appears far more likely that the
missionaries only gave credence to those native believers who agreed with them. Furthermore,

they might have considered natives who disagreed with them to have still retained elements of
their old belief system and to have been in need offurtherteaching.
This same issue appean to have been the case during the Missouri Synod mission.
Although the missionaries established a conference of native Christians from their missions to
assist in some oftbe governance ofthe mission's properties and the like, there was no mcmion

that the missionaries ever requested an opinion from the native believers' conference regarding
the Chinese Term Controversy. In filct, during this same period there was a proposal from the
Missouri Synod's China General Conference to establish a self-governing Chinese Lutheran
3

Stanley, TM WordforGodin Cldm•, 21.
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Church, but this proposal was rejected by the Synodical Board of Foreign Missions as being

''premature." Ifthey coosidered the Chinese believers to be incapable of self-governance, it is
unlikely that the Missouri Synod would have given mich weight to their opinions on this subject.
Max C. E. 2.schiegocr, son of a former Missouri Synod missionary, finally asbd a native
Chinese pastor (long after the controversy had been settled) for his take on the Chinese Term
Controversy, to which he replied, '"lb.e Chinese pastors and members had no problem with either
term.'"' It appears, however, that this question was rarely asbd while the controversy was being
settled; the few references to native believers' thoughts on the matter in writings on the
controversy were only ever used as support for the author's pre-existing opinion.

The missionaries' reasons for hesitating to allow the native believers to determine their
own proper term for God are, if only in part, understandable. That the 111UD1C would apply with
regard to the Confucian rites is also, in part, understandabJc. In both these cases, the missionaries
feared that the native believers' opinions on the 1111bject oftheir own culture were clouded by the
false religion in which they were raised rather than informed by the knowledge that the
missionaries had been imparting to them Despite their hesitations, however, at a certain point
the missionaries needed to put their faith in the native believers. Eventually the Chinese
Christians needed to be able to work through theological questions themselves.

The Catholic controversy in particular was affected by several additional &ctors that also
played a role in the other instances. Because there were so many religious orders operating in
China at any given time, not only was there a broad range of structural problems, but their
4

MaxC.E. z.schic:gner,Amba.uatloron tlM Yangta,: MtaH. bchi•gmr. My Fa/Mr 1897-1940([1.n.],

1995). 10.
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rivalries and competition in Europe translated into the mission field when missionaries from
different orders came into contact with each other. CJasbes of personality between missionaries
might also have fed their rivalry in the controversy.

When the Jesuits first began working in China, they were the only Catholic religious order
present. Before the end ofthe seventeenth century there were at least six different orders working
in China in addition to the Jesuits. Because these orders competed against each other for :funding
and support in Europe, these rivalries impacted the mission field. Nowhere is this more evident
than between the Dominicans and Jesuits. Because the Society of Jesus was ofrelatively-recent

foundation, their missions were considered to be in competition with those ofthe Dominican
Order.' This rivalry between the Jesuits and Dominicans was responsible in part for the failure of

the missionaries' compromise in 1693: of the missionaries involved in the discussion, all but the
Dominicans agreed to abide by a compromise which would permit Chinese Christians to
participate in the Confucian rites. The Dominicans refused.'
Within and between the missions, national loyalties also fostered and exacerbated rivalries.
The Portuguese and Spanish empires both claimed exclusive rights of trade with portions of
China; in addition, Portugal also claimed exclusive right of"patronage" in China - the right to

appoint aod send bishops - by virtue of the ''Padroado." When religious orders began sending
missionaries from other nations into China, the Portuguese authorities refused to support them

and assist them; in some cases the Portuguese even reported non-Portuguese missionaries to the
Chinese authorities, which then deported them to Macao. As the mission work in the country

5 Fer me CIXlllllple af1his rivahy in Europe, see Georg Schmhammer, Franci6Xan.r: Hill 4fo, 1m TilMs,
val. 4, Japan and China, 1549-1552 (Rane: Jesuit Histcrica1 Institute, 1982). 349.

' The Daminicens, es the "hounds ofthe Lord" C'"Domini caM&j during the Middle Ages, resisted any socalled compnmiae which might lhreatm the prity of the Clmrd:L
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expanded and further supervision was required, the Pope chose to send Vicars Apostolic to
oversee regions of China, rather than create new dioceses to which the King ofPortugal could
appoint bishops. This created tension between the Portuguese missionaries and the Vicars

Apostolic. Some Portuguese missionaries refused on the basis oftheir nationality to accept the
Vicars' authority when the Vicars advocated positions contruy to their own.
Because the Protestant mission societies had little interaction with those of differing
confessions outside their cooperative translation projects, there was little overt competition
between them 7 In fact, the China Inland Mission offered a powerful example of positive
cooperation between mission societies, as its policy specifically committed to wolk. only in areas
without a Protestaot missionary presence. As soon as a new (Protestaot) mission arrived in the
region where they were working. their missionaries would leave and move to a new area. Not all
mission societies emulated this policy, but most societies agreed to cooperate when necessary
and avoid interfering with each other when possible.

The Missouri Synod mission did not interfere with other mission societies and avoided
most forms of cooperation. When Arndt COD1ributed to a hymnal translation project for another

mission, he received censures both :from his fellow missionaries and :from the Board of Foreign
Missions. When he arrived in China Arndt adopted the same term for "Lutheran" (''Xinyi'') as
the other Lutheran societies that eventually formed the Lutheran Church - China. The Missouri
Synod missionaries later adopted a new translation (''Fuyindao"), partly as a way to differentiate
their mission :from the Lutheran Church - China. This C""1Dlttrnent to separation did not extend
to the Chinese Term Comroversy, however. Initially the Board of Foreign Missions and

7
However, there were still llUbltantial divisicms along naticml lines between 1he American and Britillh
mi.ssi.mmries, as 1he American Bible Society used MShm" and 1he British Bible Society used "Sheng Ti" in 1heir
puhliahed Cliinese-languege matmial.. See p.48 above.
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Seminary faculty specifically instructed the missionaries to conform to the prevailing Protestant
practice with regard to their translation of God
Within the Missouri Sl'JlOd mission a clash of personalities between Arndt and Lillegard
intensified and prolonged the controversy. This rivalry between them is evident from numerous
incidents during their shared tenure with the mission, particularly Amdt's prioritization ofother
writing and educational projects over attending the 1924 China General Conference and his

refusal to send the requested paper (''The Chinese Term for Godj.1 This rivalry became so
problematic that the 1926 China General Conference requested that they form a special
committee with four other missionaries for the purpose of resolving their differences.' AJthough
this ''Confidential Committee" reported that ''the two brethren after prayerfully considering the

matter have adjusted all their personal differences in a true Christian manner, "111 the Chinese
Term Controversy settlement reached at this same Conference failed to resolve the matter.

Mlllkut11ry Con.tnta
The different contexts in which the missions operated also played a role in the controversy.
Because the Jesuit missionaries worked primarily among the educated Mamtarins of Beijing.
who were steeped in Confucian philosophy, they were forced to wrestle with the Rites
Controversy to a greater extent, and were in a better position to observe them and undemand

1

The bad blood betw=n Arndt and Lillegard is quite well dacumc:nted; the 1924 incident is just the mOllt
obvious c:xample. If Arndt had just refuled to attmd the cmfermu:e, well and good; Lillegard as aecretery pushing
the missi.maric:s to cc:nsure Amdtis just me mere shot aama Amllt's bow Cran LillegBrd. ThatAmdt 1C11.t a papc:r
m "hell" imtead of"God" pulll a little mere ofthe bad blood mhim. It is unclear where 1his cmflict began, hltl
suapect lhst it began as a clash of penmalities betw-,, the two mmt mq,cricnced m i s s i . ~ Lillegard is in
the unenviable positim ofbeing an mq,cricnced missi.mary who is simul1ancously a roacic ammg roacics living in
the shadow of the famcling missi.cniry who shaped all the early aspects ofthis missi.m.
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their religious or civil character. In addnion, their greater e:xperiem:e with the Confucian writings
allowed them a clearer understanding of what '"T'ien" meant in the context of the Confucian
corpus. The other orders worked primarily among the illiterate pellllllllts around the rest of the
coUDtry, who had a completely different understanding ofthe Confucian use of'"T'ien."
Because many ofthe Jesuits' native converts were among the Mandarins, their beliefthat
the Confucian rites were civil in nature and not religious took on a deeply personal nature. It was
important to the success oftheir mission that the native believers be permitted to participate in
the rites. Ifthey could not participate in the rites, their standing in society would be at risk, and
their refusal to participate could bring censure agamst the c:burch. This was one reason that the
Jesuits insisted that the rites were not religious throughout the controversy.
The uneducated pellllllllts might not have bad the same understanding ofthe Confucian rites

as the Mandarins who participated in them Thus the other orders might have been justified based
on their context in concluding that the Confucian rites had a religious character. The Catholic
hierarchy did take this into account in some attempts to settle the controversy by allowing the
Christians to attend the rites ifthey could not absent themselves. Some missionaries operating in
contexts apart from the Mandarins refused to accept this compromise, while the Jesuits for their
part also refused to accept a verdict which did not permit their Mandarin converts to participate
in the rites.
The Protestant and Lutbmm missionaries also operated in different comexts, which might

have given them co~letely different perspectives on the proper term to use for God based on
the people's understanding ofthe term "Shang Ti" Some unbelievers evidently misunderstood
the missionaries' use of''Shang Ti" and conflated it with the ''Shang Ti" ofthe Chinese civil
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religion. 11 Missionaries who had witnessed such a misunderstanding were inclined to prefer the
exclusive use of''Shen."
As previously noted, both groups of missionaries advocates -

''Shen" advocates and ''Shang Ti"

suffered :from a Platonist umterstanding of language and believed that the meaning

inherent in the term could not be altered through usage. This UDderstanding of language,
however, ignores the example of the Early Church, which took Greek and Latin terms ("81~"
''theos," and "deus," respectively) with a long histo:ry of polytheistic use and gave them biblical
meaning through biblical usage and teaching. Those missionaries (typically "Shen" advocates)
who acknowledged this histo:ry did so only in order to support their own term; they did not
recognize that the same process could be used for other terms, including "Shang Ti" In reality,
the later history ofthe Chinese Term Controveny has shown that through teaching and usage all
the terms involved in the cootroveny may now be used to refer to the true Ood

Co:nduidQJl
AJthougb the structures within which the missionaries operated played a role in both
prolonging and resolving the Chinese Term Controversy, many other fiu:tom conspired to extend

its duration. The dangerous conditions oftravel and comnmnication during the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries made it virtually impossible for the Roman Catholic Church to settle the
controveny expeditiously; the time required for communication allowed major turnover among
those who were to mediate. By contrast, the improvements in technology for comnmnication and
travel permitted the Missouri Synod's hierarchical structure to study and mediate the conlroveny

in a fraction ofthe time, cutting down the duration of their Chinese Term Conlrovemy :from a

11
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century to twenty years.

Turnover among the missionaries also made it difficult for the controversy to be settled
promptly when those with experience left the mission in the hands ofthose with less experience.
As missionaries entered the mission's service, they needed a significant period oftraining and

experience before they could work through the controversy for themselves; until then they were
expected to only follow the opinions of the experienced missionaries. Unfortunately, few
missionaries achieved enough experience to assist in settling the controversy within their
respective missions.
AJthougb the missionaries in the &kl lived and wmked directly with the Chinese language
and culture, their superiors in Europe and America did not As they attempted to resolve the
controversy for the missionaries in the field, the superiors relied on information from those same
missionaries to understand the Chinese culture. Even among the missionaries in China, some
failed to grasp the Chinese culture properly during their term of service. This Jack of experience
on the part of some missionaries and all of their supervisors hindered their ability to resolve the
controversy in a ID.llllDa' fil.ithful to the Chinese culture.
One ofthe most striking aspects ofthis controversy was the lack of references to the

opinions ofthe native believers regarding the proper term for God Although some ofthe
missionaries did ask Chinese scholars and believers for their thoughts on the subject, the vast
majority ofwritings during the controversy were by foreign missionaries. Even when the natives
offered their opinions, these were rarely taken into accoUDt by the missions' superiors outside of
China.
The controversy was also prolonged by a number of fierce rivalries between the
missionaries, their sending bodies, and their countries of origin. Competition between the Jesuits
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and Dominicam sabotaged any hope ofa compromise between them. Portuguese authorities

hindered the work ofthe Spanish Catholic missions and created confusion within their hierarchy.
Personal grievances between Lillegard and Arndt turned the Chinese Term Controversy ftom a
linguistic exercise into a personal matter.
Because the missionaries operated in different contexts, they had completely different
perspectives pertaining to the matters in the controversy. As the Jesuits worked among
Mandarins, they were in a perfect position to observe the rites and interview participama on the
rites' character. However, the same was not true ofthe other orders which worked in areas with
few Mandarins. The different personal experiences ofthe Protestant missionaries fostered in
them different perspectives on the efficacy of preaching using the different possible terms for

God.
Ultimately, all of these filctors worked together to prolong the cODtroversy in the mission
field and to exacerbate its effects on both the missionaries and the native believers.
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CHAPTER NINE
CONCLUSION
Throughout the nearly two-thousand-year history of Christian mission work in China, the
controversy over the correct term for God, and the associated controversy over the
appropriateness of Christians participating in the Confucian rites, caused numerous problems for

the missionaries. There is no recorded information about the controversy having occurred during
the fint three missions, but their lack of lasting impact and the absence of surviving records do
not preclude the possibility that it might still have occurred in some form. 1

1be first recorded instance oftbis controversy affected the second Catholic mission in
China, started by the Jesuits in the sixteenth century. This controversy, between '"T'ien" (heaven)

and ''T'ien Chu" (..lord of heaven''), lasted over a century before it was finally settled by papal
decree in favor of ''T'ien Chu." AJthough this resolved the controversy among the Catholics,
over a century later it would rear its head again among the Protestant missionaries. 1be first
Protestant missionaries chose to use ''Shen" (the generic term for the divine) to traoslate "God"
before later missionaries decided to translate it with ''Shang Ti" (''supreme ruler''). This led to
several other terms being proposed and used in various Bible translations. After over sixty years
of controversy, the missionaries themselves :6nally settled on a compromise between ''Shen" and
''Sbang Ti," with ''Shen" serving as the generic term for a god of some sort and being used with
adjectives to refer to the true God, and "Shang Ti" being reserved exclusively for the true God.
1
Lueking dates the earliest itcnticn of the Ciiru:se Tmm Cmlrovcny to "the earliest days of the Nestaisns
in Cllina", hit does n~ pwide any refm'tmces fa- the BIIICrticn. Lucking, Mmion in 0. Making: '111. Mmlona,y
Ent.rprm AmongMmmm SynodLutlMTrlM, 1846-1963, 269.
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After a twenty-year process of writings and appeals, the Missouri Synod mission agreed to that
same compromise, bringing the Chinese Term Controversy to a final conclusion in 1947. This
was just two yean before the C'.nrnJDJmist TeVOlution brought the period offoreign mission work
in China to an end for the next forty to fifty years.
The missionaries involved in these controversies operated under drastically different
structures. In the case ofthe Catholic missions, they operated with a strict hierarchy which
reported to superiors in Europe -

both the individual superion ofthe various religious orden

and superiors the missionaries all shared, namely the Roman congregations and the Pope. For
their part, the Protestant missionaries operated within separate (UllCODllected) structures based on
denominational associations. Although the mission societies cooperated in t.nmslation projects the primary area affected by the Chinese Term Controversy- their diversity, as well as the
number of different Bible societies involved in publishing the t.nmslated Bibles, allowed them to
continue their work without resolving the controversy. Eventually it took a resolution by the
Missionary Conference -

representing every Protestant mission society then operating in China

- to settle the controversy among the Protestant missionaries. 'Ibc Missouri Synod mission
operated under a similar hierarchical structure to that ofthe Catholic mission. For this reason, the
Chinese Term Controversy took a similar course among the Missouri Synod missionaries to the
Catholics: disagreements in the field were appealed to the hierarchy in AmericL Unlib the
Catholics, the Missouri Synod's hierarchy referred the controversy back to the missionaries.
Even be)'ond the structural issues which both prolonged and resolved the controversy,
several other facton worked together to extend it. Rivalries between missionary bodies and
nations hindered the operations oftheir respective structures in mediating the controversy.
Rivalries between individual missionaries hardened opinions and prevented efforts at
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compromise. Lack ofundenrtanding of Chinese Janguage and culture prevented many ofthose
placed in positions to mediate the cootroversy from offering helpful directives. This affected
both the supervisors outside the counby and some of the missionaries themselves.
Each iteration ofthe Chinese Term Controversy was resolved more quickly- not because
the structures ofthe Protestant and Missouri Synod missions operated more efficiently, but
largely due to improvements in communication. During the Catholic Term/Rites Controversy,
the missionaries in the field had to wait several years to hear a response from Rome. The
Protestant missionaries had only to wait a fraction of that time to hear respoDSes from their
European and American superiors. By the 1920s, the Missouri Synod missionaries could request
clarification from St. Louis in August, send missionaries home to CODBuh with their theological
advisors, and receive a response within a matter ofweeks. This, more than anything else, sped
the resohrtion ofthe Chinese Term Controversy among the Missourians.
Still more important than improved communication was the attitude taken in each mission.
When the Catholic missionaries finally beard back from Rome for the last time in 1742, they
chose not to request another appeal Part ofthe sentiment behind the Protestant compromise in
1904 was a desire by the younger missionaries to stop fighting about terms and focus on the
work of the mission. The Missouri Synod missionaries in 1936 chose to abide by that same
compromise; the Missouri Synod's Conventions elected to accept the missionaries' decision and
consider the controversy concluded for the next ten years, despite repeated memorials asking that
it be reconsidered. Although the 1941 Convention requested that a special committee revisit the
cootroversy, this special committee recommended that it be dropped for the sake ofthe mission.

This conscious decision by the majority of missionaries and their superiors allowed them to
reach this compromise and move forward with the mission's work.
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Today the Christian churches in China have moved past the Chinese Term Controversy.
The Roman Catholic Church in 1971 dec1ared the Confucian rites to be permissible as simply

civil ceremonies. Following the Communist revolution, the Christian churches were nationalized
under the supervision ofthe Administration for Religious Affiurs and required to join the wrhn»

Self Patriotic Movement." The Protestant churches and missions were united under the banner of
a single ''Three-Self Patriotic Movement of Protestant Churches in China," which uses the
Protestant ..omptumise of 1904 (''Shen" and ''Shang Ti") for its terms for God. The Roman
Catholic Church is a separate ~oizstion called the ''Patriotic Association of Catholics" which
continues to use '"T'ien Chu" as its term for God.2 For administrative purposes these two bodies
are coosidered by the Chinese government to be entirely different religions.
Although the controversy itself is institutionally coosidered to be settled, there are three
major lessons the Chinese Term Controversy can teach the church today. Support from the home
church, especially from those in supervisory positioos, is vitally important for the success of a
mission, although sometimes, however well intentioned, it can be perceived as and might amount
to interference. The priorities ofpolity within which the mission operates must be enforced and
applied flexibly based on the needs ofthe mission. Finally, those in positions of authority within
the structure must practice humility.

Although the applications ofpolity within which the missions operated primarily prolonged
the controversy, this was not the fiwlt of the polity itself but ofthose in the positions of authority.

When the supervisom supported the missionaries and their activities, the mission was enabled to
flourish, as when the Pope sent additional suffragan bishops to aid John ofMontecorvino. When

the supervisom actively opposed the actions ofthe missionaries, as happened with Maigrot's
2

Fer furtha- infmmaticm, see Appcmdix 2.
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overturning ofthe 1693 compromise, the mission was hindered. This same pattern played out in
every iteration ofthe coll1roversy- indeed in every mission to China. When those in positions
of authority exercised that authority to support the missionaries and their work, the missions
thrived; when those in the same positions exercised their authority to hinder the missionaries, the
missions suffered. Just as this was true in China, it is still true today. The following points
demonstrate how those in supervisory positions used their authority to support the mission.

The coll1roversy was resolved most expeditiously and positively when the structure was

applied flexibly. This is one ofthe few elem.ems that set the Missouri Synod mission apart from
the others: while the structure had the capacity to resolve the coll1roversy from afar, this was not

applied Instead, as those with the proper expertise and the most motivation to see it resolved
correctly, the Synod chose to give the missionaries in the field the opportunity to resolve the
coll1roversy for themselves. In the Roman Catholic coll1roversy, those in authority positions
invariably used their power to attempt a resohrtion, despite their lack of ability to understand the
coll1roversy. This more than anything else prolonged the controversy in their mission.
Finally, it is always wise for Christian people in all levels to practice humility. When the
Roman Catholic structure arrogantly imposed its own will on the Chinese believers from afar,

this prolonged the coll1roversy. When the missionaries' pride caused them to butt heads in the

Missouri Synod mission, the mission suffered. When the missionaries and their superiors showed
humility in choosing to compromise and walk together as fellow believers and fellow servants,
they were able to put personal differences aside for the sake oftheir shared ministry. This, more
than any other &ctor, truly resolved the Chinese Term Coll1roversy in each of its iterations.

Although the Chinese Term Coll1roversy has been settled at the institutional, official level
for over seventy yean (there may still be individuals who dissent), it still bas much to teach the
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Church. Himan:hy and structure are both necessary in any joint endeavor, particularly in the
church, but they also bring an inherent danger. Those involved in the hierarchy can work
together for a common purpose, or they can work against each other. When they work together,
the mission ofthe church can thrive beyond anyone's expectations; when they work against each
other, the mission of the church may be harmed irreparably. While the difference is sometimes
lack ofunderstanding (despite good intentions), too often hubris has played a major role in
setting those within a hierarchy against one another and leading to the potential for ruin ofthe
joint venture. Unfortunately this has not changed in the intervening years, but when those within
the Church set aside petty differences and behave toward one another with humility for the sake
ofthe Gospel, the Church's mission can flourish and many have the opportunity to hear and
believe God's Word.
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APPENDIX ONE

THE EFFECT OF THE COMMUNIST REVOLUTION ON MISSIONS TO CHINA

Although the Chinese Term Controversy was largely settled among the missionaries
working in China when mission work resumed following the interruption of World War Il, the
history ofthe Christian Church in China during this period is a fascinating example of how God

uses all circumstam:es to His glory. Further, as stated previously, the different resolutions to the
Chinese Term Controversy adopted by the Catholic and Protestant missionaries played a
significant role in their 1reatment by the Communist govemrnent.
When Mao 2.edong and his Red Army conquered China and fouoded the People's Republic
of China on October 1, 1949, the Church in China was never going to be the same. C'..nmmunisrn
is diametrically opposed to religion in all forms (considering it ''the opiate ofthe masses" and in

need ofeliminating in order to form a proper society). However, it is especially opposed to
Christianity, as Christianity establishes an alternative loyalty for believers. Although Communist
China did not outlaw religion per ,e (as was the case in Russia), Christianity came under strict

govemrnental regulation as the govemrnent attempted to reorient all religions (especially
Christianity) away :from God and toward fiu1h in the Party as supreme. 1 This state of affairs bas
remained in force in the People's Republic of China to varying degrees up to the present.
Overnight foreign missionaries became subject to onerous govemrnental regulations in an
1
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effort to drive them (peacefully) from the country. Before the Communist takeover, there were

approximately 6000 missionaries in China (5,000 Catholic; 1,000 Protestaot);2 by 1955 they had
all been forced to leave. According to Charbonnier, the process was cODBistent for the majority of

missionaries:
Their departure was prepared and hastened by an oft-repeated proceBS: they were
subjected to heavy taxes, which compelled them to sell houses, land, and somctimes
churches; to manual labor, so that they could be c1aBSified as producers and thus
obtain the right to survive; to a ban on travei followed by am:sts, interrogations,
signed confessions, sometimes to trial by the people; and to death sentences that were
usually commuted to expulsion.3
Native believers were compelled to participate in these trials under threat ofreprisals from the
govemmeot.4 Once the missionaries bad been expelled from the country, the native workms and
believers had to take over the built ofthe mission work. As they continued the mission work,
however, they themselves suffered from threats ofreprisals from the government ifthey did not
dissociate themselves enough from the ''imperialist" missionaries.
The ''Three-Self Patriotic Movement" officially began in July 1950 when a group of
Christian leaders signed the "Christian Manifesto." This Manifesto committed the Christians ''to
supporting the 'common program' ofthe government, to purging the Church of imperialist
influences, to supporting the agrarian reform, to cultivating a patriotic spirit, and to promoting
triple autonomy.'" This was ratified by China's National Christian Council that October, and half
the Protestant churches in the coumry had committed to the "Christian Manifesto" within two

years.
2
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The experience of the Lutheran Church of China was typical oftbat experienced by other
Protestant groups during this period The LCC called a special couocil meeting attended by
government representatives on Jamwy 25, 1951. At this meeting the church was restructured,
changed the name (to 'PJbe Lutheran Church in China''), committed ''to cmy out the Three-Self
Movement with determination," ''to join the National Council of Churches in China," and to cut
o:fftics with Hong Kong missionaries and organizations. A few }'1'818 after making these
decisioDB, TLCC and most other churches disappeared as they were absorbed into the Three-Self

Patriotic Movement.•

The Catholic Church in China had its own experience with the ''Three-Self Patriotic
Movement" beginning in December 1950 with the ''Ouangyuan Manifesto.,q Originally, this
Manifesto committed the Catholic Church to severing its connection with the Vatican. However,
during consultation in Jamwy 1951 between Chinese Catholic leaders and the government's

State Administration for Religious Affairs, this stipulation was amended to allow the Catholics to
rnarntain their spiritual connection to the Vatican. 1 By 1957, the Administration for Religious
Affairs insisted that the Chinese Catholics appoint and consecrate their own bishops without
consuhation with the Vatican. This began happening in 1958 despite censure from the Vatican.'
In July 1957 a National Assembly of Chinese Catholics met and created the Patriotic Association
of Catholics as the official state-authorized organization ofthe Roman Catholic Church in

1
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China.10 This organization is considered by both the government and the people to be a separate
religion :from the Three-Self Palriotic Movement due to the two organizatiom' use of different
terms for Ood

The small Orthodox Church in China formed through mission work canied out by the
Rllssian Orthodox Church was also required to participate in the Three-Self Movement. Unlib
the other missiom, the Orthodox Church was able to comply with the Three-Self Movement
much more easily. The first Chinese Orthodox bishop was consecrated on July 30, 1950, and the
Chinese archimandrite ofBeijing was promoted to Archbishop of Beijing in 1957, at which time
the Orthodox Chinese Church was declared independent. This meant the Chinese Orthodox
Church would not have political ties to Moscow, although it remained under the spiritual care of
the Patriarch ofMoscow.11
Chinese Christian leaders who resisted the Administration for Religious Affairs' directives
in forming the Three-Self Palriotic Movement and severing international connections were
arrested, brainwashed, forced to sign confessioDS, and even killed 12 Churches were forced to
close, and native believers were prohibited :from worshiping with foreigners. Those believers
who refused to accept government interference in religious matters went underground and
formed networks ofhouse churches which met in secret. When discovered, believers and leaders
in these house churches risbd imprisonment and death.
Despite this government-imposed pressure, however, the Chinese Church continued to
grow and expand under Communist rule. In fact, the government's requirement that the Chinese
10
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Church become autonomous was the original intent of the Protestant missionaries. The "lbreeSelf' concept of autonomy in governance, support, and propagation which the Communists

adopted for the •~-SeJf Patriotic Movement" was originally created by the missionaries to
lay a ftameworlc. for building a fully-native Church in a mission field. The Communist
government's expulsion offoreign missionaries helped the Chinese Church to gain its
independence and build itseJfup, apart from interfemwe and support from outside. As a result,

the Church in China may be stronger today because of its }'l'UII of suffering under Communism
than it would otherwise have become.
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APPENDIX TWO
THE CHURCH IN THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA TODAY
While the Chinese Term Controversy itself is no longer debated in the Christian Churches
of China today, its resolution bas fiwtored into the makeup ofthe modern Chinese church.
Consequently, a brief survey ofthe state of Christianity in China today will help place the

previous millennia of history in their proper cootext and demonstrate that the missionaries'
efforts in that coumry were not in vain.
The two primary ( official) Christian bodies in the People's Republic of China today are the
Three-Self Patriotic Movement of Protestant Churches in China (which is guided by the China

Christian Council) and the Patriotic Association of Catholics. These two are divided not just by
their different denominational origins (Protestant and Catholic) but by their terminology. The
members ofthe Three-Self Patriotic Movement originally came from the missions that adopted
the ''Shen"/''Sbang Ti" compromise on the Chinese Term Controversy; the Patriotic Association
of Catholics uses '"T'ien Chu." For this reason, the two bodies are considered separate religions
by both the State Adrninistriwon for Religious Affairs and the general public.1
When the Red Army conquered China and founded the People's Republic of China in
1949, there were approximately one million Protestant Christians in China. In the sixty-eight
years since then, the number of Christians bas rnuhiplied exponentially, ab:hough the actual
1
Thia slate of affaini holds 1rue exclusively in the People's Rapublic of China. There are otlur Chinas md
ahar BrCBS largely outside the direct ccntrol of the People's Rq,ublic of Cliina when: this reduction to Catholic md
Protestant Bl two separate religiaia hes not takm. place.
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figures are disputed. According to an article published in First Thing,, in 2011 there were
anywhere from sixteen million to 200 million Christians living in China, with 130 million as the
''most widely accepted claim"2 This number includes not only the sixteen million members of

churches which have registered with the Three-Self Patriotic Movement, but also edUC8led
guesses ofthe number ofbelievers who attend the thouaamls of secret house clmrches. The
article narrows the range further using a comprehensive 2007 survey that indicates a total of 64.3
million Christians in 2007. From this number the article extrapolates that there were annmd
seventy million in 2011. Even this relatively-conservative number would make the Christian
population of China about as large as the membership ofthe Chinese Communist Party.3
In part this may be attributed to the strength ofthe faith instilled in the native believers,

faith which enabled them to endure decades of suppression and persecution under Mao. Even
when religion was entirely mppressed during the Cultural Revolution (1966--1976), Christianity
did not disappear. Although the Church was allowed to come out of hiding after the death of

Chairman Mao and end ofthe Cuhural Revohrtion in 1979, it had already been flourishing in
secret before then.4
According to the organization Voice ofthe Martyrs, which tracks the Persecuted Church
around the world, China was cODBidered a ''Restricted Nation" in 1999,' placing it among the
most dangerous coum:ries for Christians. Even today the leaders and members ofunderground
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house churches can be arrested, imprisODCd, tortured, md executed for their faith. Many ofthese
are viewed by the officially-sanctioned Three-Self Patriotic Movement and China Christian
Council as traitors to the nation and infi1trators for hostile foreign powers.'
Despite the Communist government's best efforts, the Christian Church in China has not
only survived but flourished since foreign missionaries were expelled from the country.

' Shen Yifan, "The Seccnd (Enlarged) P1mary Sessi.m of the Joint Standing Committees ofthe Naticmal.
Three-Self Patrictic Movcmcmtand the China Cllristian Council: WcrkRqxirt,~ lrana. Claudia Wahrisch-Oblauand
Jllllice Wick.mi, in TM CldM• 'I'MologicalRni- 6 (1990). 11-12.
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APPENDIX THREE
SURVEY OF THE HISTORY OF THE MISSOURI EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN
CHINA MISSION AFTER 1948
After the Communist government expelled foreign missionaries :from China, the

missionary bodies which had been operating in the country did not dissolve and disappear.
Instead, they expanded their focus, leading to rapid expansions ofmissionary effort throughout

Southeast Asia. The history of the Missouri Evangelical Lutheran China Mission is included here
as a single example of how the expulsion of foreign missionaries served to further the spread of
Christianity in Southeast Asia.
Hankow, the center ofthe Missouri Evangelical Lutheran China Mission and location of its
seminary, fell to the Communist Army in 1949.1 Although foreign missionaries were permitted

to remain in the country for a further eighteen months after the Communist takeover, many
missionaries had already evacuated. The majority ofthose still in the country fled to Hong Kong
by the end of 1949. By the autumn of 1949 all the stations except Shanghai and Hankow had
been evacuated by the foreign mission staffs. 1 Only three missionaries (I'hode, Mueller, and
Sc:balow) remained in the country in 1950. Mueller and Schalow left in 1951,' while Thode, who

1
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bad been held up by court proceedings, h,ft in 1952.4 By the end of 1949, the bu1k ofthe
mission's work in the People's Republic of China was in the hands ofthe native workers. At
least one ofthese, Mr. Li Yen San (who bad attended Concordia Seminary, St. Louis, for a
semester) is known to have been martyred by the Communists for bis missionary involvement.'

In 1951, the remainder ofthe work in the country passed into the hands ofnative workers. The
Missouri Evangelical Lutheran China Mission was officially dissolved, but its work continued.

The majority ofthe funner missionaries to China continued to serve the Board of Foreign
Missions in other Southeast Asian mission fields. Their work directly resulted in the opening of
mission stations in Hong Kong. Taiwan, and Japan, and helped to bolster nascent missions in the
Philippines, Korea, and New Guinea. As oftoday, all ofthese missions have become selfgoverning partner churches' ofthe LCMS.
The majority ofthe missionaries evacuated :from China to Hong Kong with Chinese
refugees. Four missionaries -

Rev. Wi1bert Holt, Teacher Lorraine Behling, Deaconess/Nurse

Martha Boss, and Nurse Ger1rude Simon - began working with the refugees independently
before petitioning the Board ofForeign Missions to support their work. The work of these four
was augmented temporarily by other evacuating missionaries and on a long-term basis after the
Board of Foreign Missions agreed to their worlc. The work ofthese missionaries resuhed in the
founding of Hong Kong Concordia Seminary in 1959,7 and the eventual formation of The
Lutheran Church -

Hong Kong Synod.

Because a large number ofChinese refugees fled to Taiwan, the Board of Foreign Missions
4

Ziegler, Biographical Shtchu, 111.

' Ziegler, Biographical Shtchu, 71, 74.
' Thia is the terminology used by the Misaauri Synod to dmate a missillllll}' chlrdt body which has became
self-governing and is no lmger unda- the supervisim of the Misaauri Synod.
7

Ziegler, Biographical Shtchu, 42
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sent Teacher Olive Gruen (who had been the fint female missionary in the Missouri Synod's
China mission) to begin working with them in 1951. • From this beginning a number of

additional missionaries (including several China missionaries) were assigned to Taiwan,
including Rev. Dr. Roy SueHlow, who opened a seminary there in 1952.' This mission work
resulted in the formation ofthe China Ewngelical Lutheran Church.
Mission work in Japan was started unofficially by Rev. and Mn. Ralph Egolf after their
evacuation there ftom China in 1948. 10 The Egolfs arrived in Japan a few weeks after William
Danker (commissioned as the first Missouri Synod missionary to Japan) arrived in the comdry to
begin surveying mission opportunities. The Egolfs unofficially began doing mission work whili,
officially working with the American occupation army. 11 After the Board of Foreign Missions
formalized this work by issuing a call, additional missionaries, including several others
evacuated ftom China, were assigned to Japan. One ofthese, Richard Meyer, served as Chairman
ofthe mission (1965-1969), and after his term the Japan Lutheran Church became an
autonomous partner church. 12
The Missouri Synod mission in the Philippines had already been established following the

1947 convention when Alvaro Carino, a Filipino pastor trained at Concordia Seminary, was sent
with Herman Mayer to open a mission in his home country. Shortly thereafter, the closing of the
China mission provided an immediate increase in the missionary staff as four folIDm' China

1

Zi.eglar, Biographical Sbtdiu, 33-34.

'Zi.eglm-,Biographical Sbtdiu, 104.
10

Zi.eglar, Biogn;,phical Sbtchl&. 24-25.

11

Zi.eglar, Biogn;,phical Sbtchl&, 24; Proc.dngs (1950). 468-9.

12

Zi.eglar, Biogn;,phical Sutch,&, 71-72.
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missionaries were reassigned there in 1949 and 1950.13 These missionaries helped to establish a
seminary in the Philippines, and their work eventually led to the formation of The Lutheran
Church in the Philippines.
The LCMS received a request in 1947 to assist the Australian Lutheran Church in opening

a mission in New Guinea.14 Following the 1947 Synod Convention, the Board of Foreign
Missions began partnership work in New Guinea, which included (in 1955), sending a former
China missionary, Nurse Norma Lenschow, to wolk in a hospital there.u Since then, the mission

work has suoceedmg in forming the Outnius Lutheran Church, an autonomous partner c::hurch in
Papua New Guinea.
The Missouri Synod's mission in Korea did not begin uotil nearlyten yean after the China

mission was closed. Nevertheless, a former China missionary, Kurt Voss, was called to lead the
group ofthree missionaries who aa:ompanied Rev. Dr. Won Yong Ji (a native Korean who
attended Concordia Seminary, St. Louis) to begin the mission there. 11 The result oftheir efforts
was the eventual formation ofthe Lutheran Church in Korea.
The mission's impact was also felt in the United States, as several missionaries entered

parish ministry in American congregations. In 1963, the California and Nevada District called
Wi1bert Holt as a missionary-at-large to serve the Chinese-speaking population of San Francisco.
His efforts led to the founding ofthe Lutheran Church ofthe Holy Spirit in San Francisco in

13

Zicgl.cr, Biogrr;,phical Sbtchl&. 17, 49-50, 59, 120.

Procu~s q/lM Forty-Fintlugr,lar Conwntion eflM LIIIMran Claur:h-Mmmui Synodbamb•d at
Milwaua1, IJ'i.JctRuin 08 IM 7'wnty-Si%lh D,Mgat. SynodJIIM 21-30, 1950, 468.
14

u Zicgl.cr, Biogrr;,phical Sbtchl&, 54.
11

Zicgl.cr, Biogrr;,phical Sbtchl&, 114; Lucking. Mi&non in 1M Milking: TM Mwionary Ent.rpriu Among
Miumui Synodl..iah.raM, 1846-1963, 301.
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1964.17 Paul Chang. one ofthe native evangelists who had attended the Seminary in Hankow and
had worked with the mission in Hong Kong. entered the ministry in America. He was called to

serve the True Light Mission in New Yorlc. City among Chinese immigrants.11
AJthougb the Communists expelled the foreign missionaries :from their coUDtry, they could
not prevent the Gospel's spread. In fiu:t, by their efforts they expanded Christian mission work
much further and more quickly than it would have otherwise.
There are many other fascinating elements to the saga of Christian mission worlc. in China

and the Chinese Term Controversy which fiill outside the scope ofthis survey. One particularly

interesting element is the degree to which this is a purely Chinese issue. AJthough the
missionaries involved in the controversy were operating in mainland China, their decisions had a
far reaching impact on worlc. in the Chinese language around the world. A fascinating avenue for
further exploration is the ways in which the Chinese Term Controversy affected Chinese-

language missions in other countries, particularly in America.
Because the inception of Christian mission worlc. in Korea and Japan was linked to the
missions in China, another area for further study is the effect that the linguistic and theological
issues in the Chinese Term Controversy had on work in those two langnage11.
Finally, the effect ofthe use of different terms (and thereby the treatment of Catholics and
Protestants in China as separate religions) on the cause ofChristian unity in that comtry would

be an interesting topic for further research. This iB particularly relevant now that the People's
Republic of China has permitted greater dialogue with the Chinese Churches.

17

Zieglar, Biog,r,phical Slatc1Ms, 42.

11

Procndings rfftM Fo,ty--S.condlugular Cmwntion ofTM LIIIMrrm Church----Mmouri Synod.unmbZ.d
atHouton, TccaustM Twnty-Sn.nlhV.Z.gat.SynodJ-17-26, 1953, 447.
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